Ohio Medical Marijuana Dispensary Application
PMM DISP, LLC
Application ID 629
Demographic Information(Business Contact)
A-1.1 Business Name, as it appears on the Applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws,
partnership agreement or other legal business formation documents
PMM DISP, LLC
A-1.2 Other trade names and DBA (doing business as) names
none
A-1.3 Business Street Address
1797 Pearl Rd.
A-1.4 City
Brunswick
A-1.5 State
OH
A-1.6 Zip Code
44212
A-1.7 Phone
3302204325
A-1.8 Email
pmmdisp@gmail.com

Demographic Information(Primary Contact/Registered Agent)
A-2.1 Please select: Primary Contact, or Registered Agent for this Application
PRIMARY CONTACT
A-2.2 First Name
Alex
A-2.3 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
A-2.4 Last Name
Rakic
A-2.5 Street Address
1797 Pearl Rd
A-2.6 City
Brunswick
A-2.7 State
OH
A-2.8 Zip Code
44212
A-2.9 Phone
3302204325
A-2.10 Email
alexrakic@hotmail.com

Demographic Information(Applicant Organization and Tax Status)
A-3.1 Select One
Limited Liability Company
A-3.1A If other, explain
No response provided by applicant
A-3.2 State of Incorporation or Registration
OH
A-3.3 Date of Formation
11/09/2017
A-3.4 Business Name on Formation Documents
PMM DISP LLC
A-3.5 Federal Employer ID number
This response has been entirely redacted
A-3.6 Ohio Unemployment Compensation Account Number
This response has been entirely redacted
A-3.7 Ohio Department of Taxation Number (if Applicant is currently doing business in Ohio)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-3.8 Ohio Workers’ Compensation Policy Number (if Applicant is currently doing business in Ohio)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-3.9 The Applicant attests that workers’ compensation insurance will be obtained by the time the
State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy determines the Applicant to be operational under the Act and
regulations.
YES
A-3.10 Has the Applicant operated and conducted business in any jurisdiction other than Ohio in the
past three years? If you select "Yes", answer question A-3.10.1 below.
NO
A-3.10.1 If "Yes" to question A-3.10, for each instance relevant to question A-3.10, provide the
following:
-Legal Business Name
-Business Address
-Federal Employee ID Number

No response provided by applicant

Demographic Information(Economically Disadvantaged Business)
A-4.1 The Applicant attests that at least fifty-one percent of the business, including corporate stock if a
corporation, is owned by persons who belong to one or more of the groups set forth in this division, and
that those owners have control over the management and day-to-day operations of the business and
an interest in the capital, assets, and profits and losses of the business proportionate to their
percentage of ownership. ORC 3796.10
YES

Demographic Information(District Information )
A-5.1 Please select to indicate the medical marijuana dispensary Ohio district for which you are
applying for a dispensary license
NORTHEAST-6
A-5.2 Please select to indicate the medical marijuana dispensary Ohio county for which you are
applying for a dispensary license
Trumbull

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 1 of 8
A-6.1 First Name
Jeffrey
A-6.2 Middle Name
W
A-6.3 Last Name
Rozier
A-6.4 Suffix
Sr.
A-6.5 Occupation
Contractor and Business Owner
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
President
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
$50,000
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
51
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
membership interests of LLC
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
51
A-6.11 Voting percentage
51
A-6.12 Proposed Role
OWNER
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
expertise in contracting/building/design/layout, experience with compliance through working with the

DEA and IRS
A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
4168 Cherryshire Dr.
A-6.17 City
Brunswick
A-6.18 State
OH
A-6.19 Zip Code
44212
A-6.20 Phone
2169900483
A-6.21 Email
jeffreyrozier@icloud.com
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
Black or African American
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
54 years
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax

Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent
ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 2 of 8
A-6.1 First Name
Violeta
A-6.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
A-6.3 Last Name
Rakic
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Registered Nurse
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
Owner/Vice President/Purchasing Agent
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
$25,000
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
49
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
memberships interests of LLC
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
49
A-6.11 Voting percentage
49
A-6.12 Proposed Role
OWNER
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
Expertise in medical compliance and purchasing

A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
17279 Waterbridge Dr.
A-6.17 City
North Royalton
A-6.18 State
OH
A-6.19 Zip Code
44212
A-6.20 Phone
4402256471
A-6.21 Email
violetarakic@sbcglobal.net
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
Non-Minority
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
32
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax
Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent

ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 3 of 8
A-6.1 First Name
Robert
A-6.2 Middle Name
Charles
A-6.3 Last Name
Riedel
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Pharmacist
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
Managing Pharmacist/COO
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
$50,000
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
0
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
na
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
0
A-6.11 Voting percentage
0
A-6.12 Proposed Role
PERSON EXERCISING SUBSTANTIAL CONTROL
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
20 years of experience in pharmacy with an impeccable inspection record. My responsibilities include

scheduling and development of employees, overseeing and organizing all record keeping, filling of
prescriptions, patient consultation, health screenings, MTM, immunization administration, responsible
inventory management, outdated medication management, OTC selection, medication recall
processing, OARRS PMP utilization, HIPPA requirements, OBRA 87 adherence, medication storage
requirements, Quali
A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
4570 Lexington Ridge Dr.
A-6.17 City
Medina
A-6.18 State
WA
A-6.19 Zip Code
44256
A-6.20 Phone
3303218898
A-6.21 Email
rariedel@zoominternet.net
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
Non-Minority
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
49
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.

This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax
Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent
ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 4 of 8
A-6.1 First Name
Lauren
A-6.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
A-6.3 Last Name
Williams
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Pharmacist
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
Quality Assurance/Lead assistant pharmacist
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
35,000
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
0
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
n/a
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
0
A-6.11 Voting percentage
none
A-6.12 Proposed Role
OTHER
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
Lead assistant pharmacist

A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
25261 Picone Lane
A-6.17 City
Bedford Heights
A-6.18 State
OH
A-6.19 Zip Code
44146
A-6.20 Phone
2163854190
A-6.21 Email
ltwilliams@cedarville.edu
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
Black or African American
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
25
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax
Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent

ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 5 of 8
A-6.1 First Name
Aleksandar
A-6.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
A-6.3 Last Name
Rakic
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Lawyer
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
Chief Legal Compliance Officer
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
none at inception
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
none
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
none
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
none
A-6.11 Voting percentage
none
A-6.12 Proposed Role
OTHER
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
legal counsel

A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
1797 Pearl Rd
A-6.17 City
Brunswick
A-6.18 State
OH
A-6.19 Zip Code
44212
A-6.20 Phone
3302204325
A-6.21 Email
alexrakic@hotmail.com
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
Non-Minority
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
49 years
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax
Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent

ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 6 of 8
A-6.1 First Name
Jeff
A-6.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
A-6.3 Last Name
Anderson
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Marijuana Dispensary owner/expert
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
Dispensary Expert/Consultant
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
TBD as needed
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
0
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
n/a
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
0
A-6.11 Voting percentage
0
A-6.12 Proposed Role
OTHER
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
Consultation and expertise in regarding start up procedures and successful cannabis retail operations.

He currently operates 3 in the state of Washington.
A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
1816 NW James Busch Rd
A-6.17 City
Issaquah
A-6.18 State
WA
A-6.19 Zip Code
98027-5344
A-6.20 Phone
4257652935
A-6.21 Email
jeff@theevergreenmarket.com
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
Non-Minority
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
N/A
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax

Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent
ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 7 of 8
A-6.1 First Name
Robert
A-6.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
A-6.3 Last Name
McKinley
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Owner of multiple large scale marijuana grow operations and processing certificates in Washington
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
COO/Consultant
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
TBD
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
0
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
na
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
0
A-6.11 Voting percentage
0
A-6.12 Proposed Role
OFFICER
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
Can provide valuable operation information as owner of multiple large scale marijuana grow operations

and processing certificates in Washington
A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
10717 E. Pierce LN
A-6.17 City
Spokane Valley
A-6.18 State
WA
A-6.19 Zip Code
99206
A-6.20 Phone
5092903301
A-6.21 Email
robertmckinley@gmail.com
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
Non-Minority
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
No response provided by applicant
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax

Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent
ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 8 of 8
A-6.1 First Name
Raycen
A-6.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
A-6.3 Last Name
Raines
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Native American Economic/Project development specialist
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
Investor
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
TBD
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
0
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
na
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
0
A-6.11 Voting percentage
0
A-6.12 Proposed Role
PERSON WITH FINANCIAL INTEREST
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
Real estate

A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
Highway 18 House 1032
A-6.17 City
Pine Ridge
A-6.18 State
SD
A-6.19 Zip Code
57770
A-6.20 Phone
2064063325
A-6.21 Email
raycenraines@gmail.com
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
American Indian
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
No response provided by applicant
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax
Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent

ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Compliance(Compliance with Applicable Laws and Regulations)
B-1.1 By selecting “Yes”, the Applicant, as well as all individually identified Prospective Associated Key
Employees listed in this provisional license application, agree to comply with all applicable Ohio laws
and regulations relating to the operation of a medical marijuana dispensary.
YES
B-1.2 By selecting “Yes”, the Applicant understands and attests that it must establish and maintain an
escrow account or surety bond in the amount of $50,000 as a condition precedent to receiving a
medical marijuana certificate of operation. OAC 3796:6-2-11
YES

Compliance(Civil and Administrative Action)
B-2.1 Has the Applicant been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or civil
monetary penalties or fines being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-2.2 Has the Applicant been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-2.3 Has criminal, civil, or administrative action been taken against the Applicant for obtaining a
registration, license, provisional license or other authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or
dispensary of medical marijuana in any jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of
false information?
NO
B-2.4 Has criminal, civil or administrative action been taken against the Applicant under the laws of
Ohio or any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to any of
the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees' profession or occupation?
NO
B-2.4.1 If "Yes" to any question in B-2, provide the following: Respondent / Defendant, Name of Case
and Docket Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name
and Address of the Administrative Agency Involved, and the Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal,
State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 1 of 8
B-3.1 First Name
Jeffrey
B-3.2 Middle Name
W
B-3.3 Last Name
Rozier
B-3.4 Proposed Role
OWNER
B-3.5 Position/Title
President
B-3.6 Brief description of role
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/PRESIDENT: He will be responsible for the oversight of the entire
business. Working in conjunction with the Medical Board, COO, and CLCO, he will be responsible for
the operational success of the dispensary. Many of the duties of the COO will be shared with the CEO.
The CEO is also responsible for reconciling Inventory Control an accounting systems and daily
deposits to the bank.
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the

equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO
B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the

surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO
B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant

B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?
NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 2 of 8
B-3.1 First Name
Violeta
B-3.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
B-3.3 Last Name
Rakic
B-3.4 Proposed Role
OWNER
B-3.5 Position/Title
Vice President/Owner
B-3.6 Brief description of role
Assist the president as president and will act as a PURCHASING AGENT: The (PA) is responsible for
identifying suitable products based on patient need and purchasing such products at favorable rates
while ensuring quality of medicine is not compromised. The PA will work closely with the
Pharmaceutical Director, Dispensary Agents/Technicians, COO, and Inventory Control Agent to ensure
proper tracking of purchases. The PA handles processor/cultivator transactions and will work in
coordination with the Quality Assurance Specialist. For the initial operation one of our co-owners, will
also be the designated Purchasing Agent.
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in

lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO
B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant

B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO
B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.

No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?
NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 3 of 8
B-3.1 First Name
Robert
B-3.2 Middle Name
Charles
B-3.3 Last Name
Riedel
B-3.4 Proposed Role
PERSON EXERCISING SUBSTANTIAL CONTROL
B-3.5 Position/Title
Pharmacy Director/Lead Pharmacist
B-3.6 Brief description of role
PHARMACEUTICAL DIRECTOR/HEAD PHARMACIST (Robert Riedel): The Pharmaceutical
Director/Head Pharmacist will be responsible for overseeing inventory tracking and control. The
Medical Board will have operational oversight and responsibility for the inventory control system. This
individual will be responsible for seeing that the Inventory Control Plan is implemented and operates as
intended. The agent also bears responsibility for ensuring that the electronic tracking system is
operating properly, that daily opening and closing inventories are performed as required, and that
manual inventory results tally with electronic records. Further, the Board and Inventory Control Agent
are responsible for performing a full audit of the inventory and inventory records at least once every 30
days and whenever discrepancies are detected.
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant

B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO
B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.

No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO
B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO

B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?
NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 4 of 8
B-3.1 First Name
Lauren
B-3.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
B-3.3 Last Name
Williams
B-3.4 Proposed Role
OTHER
B-3.5 Position/Title
Lead assistant Pharmacist/Quality Assurance Specialist
B-3.6 Brief description of role
QUALITY ASSURANCE SPECIALIST: This QAS is responsible for scales calibration and, to ensure all
medicine is free from toxins, molds, pesticides, and other impurities, and will act as liaison with the
testing laboratories. They will responsible for all product handling and quality of product.
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.

NO
B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?

NO
B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or

any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?
NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 5 of 8
B-3.1 First Name
Aleksandar
B-3.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
B-3.3 Last Name
Rakic
B-3.4 Proposed Role
OTHER
B-3.5 Position/Title
Legal Counsel/CHIEF LEGAL COMPLIANCE OFFICER
B-3.6 Brief description of role
CHIEF LEGAL COMPLIANCE OFFICER (CLCO): He is responsible for all regulatory compliance and
will create and update the company legal manual. Any and all contact with the regulatory agencies will
be the responsibility of the CLCO All legal forms, employee contracts, and contracts with outside
vendors will be reviewed and drafted by the CLCO.
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.

NO
B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?

NO
B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or

any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?
NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 6 of 8
B-3.1 First Name
Jeff
B-3.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
B-3.3 Last Name
Anderson
B-3.4 Proposed Role
OTHER
B-3.5 Position/Title
Consultant
B-3.6 Brief description of role
Consulting dispensary is owner of 3 dispensaries in Washington state
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
YES
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
Owner of The Evergreen Market
409 Rainier Ave North
Renton, WA 98057
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
YES
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
Owner of The Evergreen Market
409 Rainier Ave North
Renton, WA 98057
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the

equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO
B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the

surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO
B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant

B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?
NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 7 of 8
B-3.1 First Name
Robert
B-3.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
B-3.3 Last Name
McKinley
B-3.4 Proposed Role
OFFICER
B-3.5 Position/Title
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER/Consultant
B-3.6 Brief description of role
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER: The dispensary’s point-person for operational oversight and
management will be its Chief Operating Officer (COO). The COO will be responsible for
implementation and organization of day to day facility operations. He will be responsible for the general
welfare of the staff as a Human Resources specialist. The COO, in conjunction with the Chief Legal
Compliance Officer will be responsible for assuring that the facility is in compliance with all City and
State Regulations. The COO will also be responsible to ensure that all operations are run in strict
compliance with dispensary policy and procedure. This would include, but not limited to: safe handling
of medication, inventory control and tracking/loss prevention management, oversight of the packaging
room employee oversight. He will work with the other Officers to implement daily operations policy and
procedures and act as liaison with them, staff, and vendors. He and the President shall have a
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
YES
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
Owner of GrowOp Farms
2611 N Woodruff Rd
Spokane Valley Spokane WA 99206-4138
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
YES
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.

Owner of GrowOp Farms
2611 N Woodruff Rd
Spokane Valley Spokane WA 99206-4138
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO
B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?

NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO
B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other

authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?
NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 8 of 8
B-3.1 First Name
Raycen
B-3.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
B-3.3 Last Name
Raines
B-3.4 Proposed Role
PERSON WITH FINANCIAL INTEREST
B-3.5 Position/Title
Investor
B-3.6 Brief description of role
Loan provider/business and financial consultant
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO

B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO

B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
NO
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?

NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Business Plan(Property Title, Lease, or Option to Acquire Property Location)
C-1.1 Attach one of the following:
-Evidence of the Applicant’s clear legal title to or option to purchase the proposed site and facility.
-A fully-executed copy of the Applicant’s unexpired lease for the proposed site and facility and a
written statement from the property owner that the Applicant may operate a medical marijuana
organization on the proposed site for, at a minimum, the term of the initial provisional license.
-Other evidence that shows that the Applicant has a location to operate its medical marijuana
organization.
Uploaded Document Name: C-1.1_Niles OH purchase agreement.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 4 page(s) of this document.

C-1.2 Business Name, as it appears on the Applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws,
partnership agreement or other official documents.
PMM DISP LLC
C-1.3 Trade names and DBA (doing business as) names
No response provided by applicant
C-1.4 Business Address
1543 Niles Cortland Rd
C-1.5 City
Niles
C-1.6 State
OH
C-1.7 Zip Code
44446
C-1.8 Phone
3302204325
C-1.9 Email
pmmdisp@gmail.com

Business Plan(Site and Facility Plan)
C-2.1 Applicants must show that they can expeditiously use a site and facility to meet the activities
described in the provisional license by attaching one of the following:
-If the facility is in existence at the time that the provisional license application is submitted, submit
plans and specifications drawn to scale for the interior of the facility.
-If the facility is in existence at the time that the provisional license application is submitted, and the
Applicant plans to make alterations to the facility, submit renovation plans and specifications for the
interior and exterior of the facility.
-If the facility does not exist at the time that the provisional license application is submitted, submit a
plot plan that shows the proposed location of the facility and an architectural drawing of the facility,
including a detailed drawing, to scale, of the interior of the facility.
Uploaded Document Name: C-2.1a_Niles Plan.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 5 page(s) of this document.

C-2.2 The Applicant also must submit evidence that it is in compliance with any local ordinances, rules,
or regulations adopted by the locality in which the Applicant's property is located, which are in effect at
the time of the application. Include copies of any required local registration, license or permit. If no
relevant zoning restrictions have been enacted, provide a professionally prepared survey which
demonstrates that the Applicant is not in violation of restrictions pertaining to prohibited facilities and is
not located within 500 feet of a community addiction services provider as defined under section
5119.01 of the Revised Code. OAC 3796:5-5-01
Uploaded Document Name: C-2.2_Niles Zoning.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 2 page(s) of this document.

C-2.3 Provide a location map of the area surrounding the proposed facility that establishes the facility
is at least 500 feet from a prohibited facility or a community addiction services provider as defined
under section 5119.01 of the Revised Code. In establishing the distance between a proposed
dispensary and such a facility, the distance shall be measured linearly and shall be the shortest
distance between the closest point of the property lines of the proposed dispensary and the prohibited
facility or community addiction services provider. The map must be clearly legible and labeled and may
be divided into 8.5*11 inch sections. OAC 3796:5-5-01
Uploaded Document Name: C-2.3_Aerial View of Niles LOT 2.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 1 page(s) of this document.

Business Plan(Business Startup Plan)
C-3.1 A business startup plan is required for all dispensary provisional license applications. The
business startup plan must provide a comprehensive set of activities necessary for the startup of the
facility within six months of receiving a provisional license. Provide a timeline describing the process,
methods, or steps used to execute a compliant business startup plan that includes, at a minimum:
1. Security and surveillance
2. Employee qualifications and training
3. Storage of medical marijuana products
4. Inventory management
5. Record-keeping
6. Prevention of medical marijuana diversion
COMPANY OPERATING TIME LINE
Upon awarding of the license, we will work with contractors to adhere to a strict construction timeline.
We will immediately secure the necessary permits and approvals and begin grading for construction,
within 75 days, we will lay foundations, build exterior structure, rough-in interior improvements such as
electrical, security, HVAC, plumbing, drywall, flooring and related fixtures; within 100 days, we will
rough-in building security and fire safety systems, taping, painting, and trimming of interior spaces,
installation of product processing stations and display cases, etc.. Within 120 days of approval, we will
install computer systems for patient verification and inventory tracking, final trimming of electrical,
plumbing, and interior spaces and doors, exterior painting, secure necessary occupancy permits,
including fire clearance. On or before day 120, our company will be ready for final building inspection,
soft-opening and troubleshooting. Hiring will be completed 2 months before opening, and the
employees will report for educational training and systems operations training 5 days per week starting
4 weeks prior to opening date. We will have a minimum of monthly meetings from time of notification
of license approval through the date of opening. During this period, prospective employees will be
required to get registered as licensed dispensary employees. Prospective employees, as well as
owners and operators, will attend training. Meetings will be increased as the dispensary is constructed
and hardware is installed. All training will be completed by our expert, experienced medical marijuana
consultant that operates multiple dispensaries all over the country.
SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE OAC 3796:6-3-07
Access to the facilities are limited to employees and those persons allowed access by the OAC
3796:6-3-07. Policies will be strictly enforced. The Security Director and management team is
responsible for developing, maintaining, and assuring compliance. We will have a state-of-the art
security system to prevent and detect diversion, theft or loss of cannabis or unauthorized intrusion.
Each facility will utilize commercial grade equipment including compliant alarm systems and a thorough
failure notification system. We will prominently display security system and time-lock safe notification
signage. Video cameras will be installed to cover the entire sales floor, all points of entry and exit and
parking lot and will be angled to allow for the capture of clear and certain identification of any person
entering or exiting the facility or area. Commercial metal halide fixtures sufficient to facilitate without
obstruction. All security alarm systems will have video verification to record any incident and minimize
false notifications to law enforcement.
EMPLOYEE TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS; OAC 3796:6-3-19
Our experienced medical marijuana consultant and lead pharmacist will train staff on the day to day
operations. Our manual identifies all state mandated training and has been used as a proven model in
other legal states. Our consultants, with years of experience in the cannabis industry, along with the
on-site trainer will provide the relevant training for each individual involved in our operations. The
training programs will be tailored to the roles and responsibilities of the job function, emphasizing
confidentiality and other topics as specified in OAC 3796:6-2-08. Staff will annually receive a minimum
eight hours of on-going training. The human resources manager is made responsible for maintaining

required documentation of all training with signed statements of trainees. A module-based training
strategy and a required training schedule are provided. Procedures for new employee orientation are
described, including a required overview of the applicable laws and regulations. Training will also
thoroughly cover cannabis science, conditions treated, dosing, methods of use, recordkeeping, incident
management, diversion prevention, compliance, product handling/sanitation, community and customer
relations, safety and security.
STORAGE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS OAC 3796:6-3-07
We have a tried and true operations plan from one of the most successful dispensaries in a large
cannabis state. The product inventory management system is required to document cannabis products
in storage. Product storage requirements established by the State are thoroughly addressed, with
measures included to assure adequate lighting, ventilation, temperature, humidity, space, and
equipment. Separate areas for storage of cannabis that is outdated, damaged, deteriorated,
mislabeled, or contaminated, or whose containers or packaging have been opened or breached, are
identified and described. All storage areas will be maintained in a clean and orderly condition, free from
infestation by pests, toxic or flammable materials, and in accordance with the sanitation plan. All safes,
vaults and any storage area will be securely locked and protected from entry at all times and will
include adequate lighting, ventilation, temperature and humidity. Surveillance cameras will be pointed
directly at storage areas with an unobstructed field of view. The COO and unit managers will be
responsible for compliance.
We have designated separate areas for storage of cannabis that is outdated, damaged, deteriorated,
mislabeled, or contaminated, or whose containers or packaging have been opened or breached, until
such products are destroyed. Inventory management and POS systems are capable of producing
reports on all cannabis and products and their storage location.
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT OAC 3796:6-3-08
During construction we will consult with MMJ Menu (software) and confirm setup and training. All
secured hardware will be compliant with the Ohio State Board of Pharmacies reporting system. An IT
consultant will assist in the integration of the system. The integration with ASAP will be confirmed, and
the inventory tracking with METRC will be verified. Our experienced consultants are proficient in
METRC and will instruct as needed. The operating system is going to be responsible for all inventory
tracking, including purchases, movement within the dispensary through dispensing to the patient or
caregiver. Cycle counts are required and will be recorded in the Inventory Log. An outline of required
shift, daily, weekly, monthly, semi-annual, and annual inventory counts in the dispensary, cultivation,
and manufacturing facilities are included. All inventory policies and procedures relevant to the
acquisition, receipt and distribution of cannabis are comprehensively addressed in our SOP attached to
this section.
RECORDKEEPING OAC 3796:6-3-17
To summarize what will be more thoroughly covered in our standard operating procedures, information
regarding patients, caregivers, and employees are strictly confidential and shall not be disclosed by
any agent without the written consent of the individual to whom the information applies or as required
under law or pursuant to an order from a court of competent jurisdiction provided, however, the Board
may access this information to carry out its official duties. Any release of information must be
documented according to our record keeping protocol. We will assure that all theft or loss reports
originating from any operating unit, in accordance with policies are reported to the appropriate law
enforcement agency and the Board. All related documentation must be available for review by the
Board upon request for a period of at least five years. Records policies require we develop, document,
and implement policies and procedures regarding: Business records, such as computerized records of
assets and liabilities, monetary transactions, journals, ledgers and supporting documents. Records of
patients who hold valid registry identification cards, including, without limitation, purchases, denials of
sale, any delivery options, confidentiality and retention. We will maintain true, complete, and current
records. The Controller is responsible for record keeping, data retention and back-ups. Offsite backup
of all records must be maintained for a minimum of five years. The office administrator and ICA are

responsible for all record keeping requirements. All employees must adhere to record keeping systems
and policies in their unit as a condition of employment. Our company shall maintain records including:
Operating procedures, inventory records, patient and caregiver records are confidential and must be
maintained in accordance with the Patient Management Plan, personnel records, Staffing plans,
Personnel policies and procedures, waste disposal records, appropriate law enforcement background
reports; and all company business records. The Controller must report the disclosure of records to the
executive management team to determine if legal counsel should be notified.
PREVENTION OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA DIVERSION - OAC 3796-03-16
Our SOP addresses a comprehensive plan to prevent theft and diversion of medical marijuana. If we
identify a reduction in the amount of cannabis in the inventory that is undocumented, it must be
reported to the Inventory Control Agent (ICA). The ICA and dispensary manager shall investigate the
loss and corrective action. Proper training is the first line of defense to prevent theft and diversion. Our
master trainer and expert consultants will train employees on proper theft diversion and detection. This
will encompass a thorough understanding of inventory control, record keeping, security protocols and
proper handling. If the loss is suspected criminal activity by an employee, the ICA shall report them to
the Board and to appropriate law enforcement agencies. When loss or theft is verified, it will be
documented by the Security Director and reported to the local enforcement agency and Board.
Documentation of the theft or loss must be maintained for at least 5 years and provided to the Division
upon request.
C-3.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in C-3.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant
C-3.2 The Business Startup Plan also must describe how the Applicant’s proposed business
operations will comply with statutory and regulatory requirements (as described in Chapter 3796 of the
Revised Code and division 3796:6 of the Administrative Code) necessary for the startup and continued
operation of the facility including, but not limited to:
1. Security and surveillance
2. Employee qualifications and training
3. Storage of medical marijuana products
4. Inventory management
5. Record-keeping
6. Prevention of medical marijuana diversion
OVERVIEW
We will strictly comply with ORC 3796 and OAC 3796:6. These regulations will be implemented into
the operations of the company via employee training on local and state regulations as a primary
program within the company. Our Legal Compliance counsel will be responsible for the oversight of
regulatory and legal compliance. All amendments to the law or code will be issued within 24 hours to
all employees with a review of how the company will be amending the standard operating procedures
for employee reference.
SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE
The Company Security Plan details extensive security provisions in full compliance with OAC 3796:63-16. Measures to deter and prevent unauthorized entrance into areas containing cannabis and theft of
cannabis are addressed throughout. Access to company facilities is limited to employees and those
persons allowed access by the OAC 3796:6-3-16(B)(7). The Security Director, in coordination with the
President, Chief Legal Compliance Officer, and our consultant is responsible for developing,

maintaining, and assuring compliance with the security plan. The Company security system will meet
or exceed the requirements in OAC 3796:6-3-16(A)(5). Each facility will prominently display security
system and time-lock safe notification signage. Video cameras will be installed in all areas that may
contain cannabis, at all points of entry and exit and any parking lot and will be angled to allow for the
capture of clear and certain identification of any person entering or exiting the facility or area.
Commercial metal halide fixtures sufficient to facilitate surveillance will be used to light the exterior of
each facility. Procedures contained here include measures to aid the development of strong
partnerships with local law enforcement agencies, prevent unwanted individuals from remaining on
premises and assure compliance with guidelines for cannabis disposal. Information Technology
security measures are included with procedures for maintaining confidentiality as required by law. An
accurate security site plan must be maintained and plans for annual security system auditing are
addressed. All finished product will be stored in a secure, locked safe or vault and in such a manner
as to prevent diversion, theft and loss. We will only maintain enough supply of medical marijuana that
is not more than the quantity required for normal efficient operation pursuant to OAC 3796:6(B)(3).
EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING
Our company staffing and training plan outlines the process the Compliance Officer shall use to
manage human resources. The Plan assures we have sufficient staff possessing the correct skill sets
and experience to maintain successful operations. Our plan identifies the policies and procedures used
by the Compliance Officer to manage staff throughout each unit. The plan outlines the acquisition of
staff and consultants, describes responsibilities assigned to each of those resources and discusses
transition of staff to new job duties. The company will implement 5-day training program, which will
include Company Overview, Local and State Regulations, product education and overview, emergency
program, and security protocols.
STORAGE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS
The Product Storage Plan describes policies and procedures for product storage in units in compliance
with state law and regulations. The product inventory management system must be used to document
cannabis and cannabis products in storage. Product storage requirements established by the Division
are thoroughly addressed, with measures included to assure adequate lighting, ventilation,
temperature, humidity, space, and equipment. Separate areas for storage of cannabis that is outdated,
damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, or contaminated, or whose containers or packaging have been
opened or breached, are identified and described. It is established that all storage areas will be
maintained in a clean and orderly condition, free from infestation by pests of any kind and in
accordance with security requirements established by COMPANY and the Division. All safes, vaults,
and any other equipment or areas used for the production, cultivation, harvesting, processing, or
storage of cannabis and cannabis products will be securely locked and protected from entry at all
times. Surveillance camera(s) will be pointed directly at storage areas with an unobstructed field of
view.
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Inventory management and diversion prevention training is developed and implemented by the
Controller in coordination with the inventory manager. Training is focused on accuracy in inventory
counts and preventing and identifying diversion. The training must be unit specific and address all
items in the Inventory Management Plan, Waste Management Plan and Anti-Diversion Plan. We will
maintain true, complete, and current records. The Controller is responsible for record-keeping, data
retention and back-ups. Offsite back-up of all records must be maintained for a minimum of five years.
The Controller is responsible for all record-keeping requirements and the proper integration of those
requirements into policies and procedures. All employees must adhere to record-keeping systems and
policies in their unit as a condition of employment.
RECORD-KEEPING

Information held about patients, caregivers, and employees is confidential and shall not be disclosed
by any agent without the written consent of the individual to whom the information applies, or as
required by law or regulation. However, authorized state agencies may access this information to carry
out official duties. Our company will ensure all HIPAA requirements are strictly adhered to. Staff will be
trained on requirements by the legal compliance division. Any release of information by a company
agent must be reported to the Compliance Officer immediately. The Compliance Officer must assure
that all theft or loss reports originating from the operating unit are reported to the appropriate law
enforcement agency and the Board. All related documentation must be available for review by the
Division upon request for a period of at least five years. Records policies required, Develop, document
and implement policies and procedures regarding: Business records, such as Guidebook or
computerized records of assets and liabilities, monetary transactions, journals, ledgers and supporting
documents, including, without limitation, agreements, checks, invoices and vouchers. Records of
patients who hold valid registry identification cards, including, without limitation, purchases, denials of
sale, any delivery options, confidentiality and retention.
PREVENTION OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA DIVERSION
Our anti-diversion plan describes comprehensive policies and procedures to be implemented by
management in order to assure that diversion of cannabis is prevented. All cannabis shall be stored in
such a manner as to prevent diversion. The provisions outlined herein include strict security measures
to prevent agent or third-party theft or transfer of cannabis products by an authorized customer to an
unqualified individual. Supply-chain security is designated as a primary job duty of all managers,
reinforcing a company-wide culture of responsibility. The Security Director will be responsible for the
development and implementation of the following anti-diversion plan, while the President is responsible
for plan oversight. Specific considerations regarding anti-diversion measures include methods for
increased authorized customer accountability and guidelines for education, training, and proper
product handling. The company anti-diversion plan includes the use of proper inventory management,
record-keeping, and security plans working in unison for greater product control and outlines methods
for identifying, recording, and reporting diversion, theft, or loss, and correcting all errors and
inaccuracies in inventories.

Business Plan(Description of Employee Duties and Roles)
C-4.1 Please provide a description of the duties, responsibilities, and roles of each Prospective
Associated Key Employee. Please attach a Table of Organization and Control for the business.
Include all individuals listed in question A-6.
We will require highly skilled, meticulous individuals with a preference toward previous pharmaceutical,
medical, and/or regulatory experience.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/PRESIDENT: (Jeffrey Rozier) He will be responsible for the oversight of
the entire business. Working in conjunction with the Medical Board, COO, and CLCO, he will be
responsible for the operational success of the dispensary. Many of the duties of the COO will be
shared with the CEO. The CEO is also responsible for reconciling Inventory Control an accounting
systems and daily deposits to the bank.
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER: (Robert McKinley) The dispensary’s point-person for operational
oversight and management will be its Chief Operating Officer (COO). The COO will be responsible for
implementation and organization of day to day facility operations. He will be responsible for the general
welfare of the staff as a Human Resources specialist. The COO, in conjunction with the Chief Legal
Compliance Officer will be responsible for assuring that the facility is in compliance with all City and
State Regulations. The COO will also be responsible to ensure that all operations are run in strict
compliance with dispensary policy and procedure. This would include, but not limited to: safe handling
of medication, inventory control and tracking/loss prevention management, oversight of the packaging
room employee oversight. He will work with the other Officers to implement daily operations policy and
procedures and act as liaison with them, staff, and vendors. He and the President shall have authority
to resolve conflicts at all levels within the organization, and shall be identified to all person and entities
located with 100 feet of the dispensary, who shall be given his name and phone number to contact for
reporting problems or concerns with operations.
PURCHASING AGENT: (Violet Rakic) The (PA) is responsible for identifying suitable products based
on patient need and purchasing such products at favorable rates while ensuring quality of medicine is
not compromised. The PA will work closely with the Pharmaceutical Director, Dispensary
Agents/Technicians, COO, and Inventory Control Agent to ensure proper tracking of purchases. The
PA handles processor/cultivator transactions and will work in coordination with the Quality Assurance
Specialist. For the initial operation one of our co-owners, will also be the designated Purchasing Agent.
CHIEF LEGAL COMPLIANCE OFFICER (CLCO) (Aleksandar Rakic): He is responsible for all
regulatory compliance and will create and update the company legal manual. Any and all contact with
the regulatory agencies will be the responsibility of the CLCO All legal forms, employee contracts, and
contracts with outside vendors will be reviewed and drafted by the CLCO.
QUALITY ASSURANCE SPECIALIST (Lauren Williams): This QAS is responsible for scales calibration
and, to ensure all medicine is free from toxins, molds, pesticides, and other impurities, and will act as
liaison with the testing laboratories. They will responsible for all product handling and quality of
product.
PHARMACEUTICAL DIRECTOR/HEAD PHARMACIST (Robert Riedel):
The Pharmaceutical Director/Head Pharmacist will be responsible for overseeing inventory tracking
and control. The Medical Board will have operational oversight and responsibility for the inventory
control system. This individual will be responsible for seeing that the Inventory Control Plan is
implemented and operates as intended. The agent also bears responsibility for ensuring that the

electronic tracking system is operating properly, that daily opening and closing inventories are
performed as required, and that manual inventory results tally with electronic records. Further, the
Board and Inventory Control Agent are responsible for performing a full audit of the inventory and
inventory records at least once every 30 days and whenever discrepancies are detected.
DISPENSARY EXPERT/CONSULTANT (Jeff Anderson) will help advise our dispensary on both
business matters and the actual management of the operation. This person will interface with growers
and processors to “keep their fingers on the pulse” of the state’s cannabis market and advise our
dispensary on new products, pricing, trends, etc.
FINANCIAL/BUSINESS ADVISOR (Raycen Raines):This individual will perform the duties as the title
would imply. He will work with management and owners to advise on best business and finance
practices. This person will apply macro and micro economics to our market nationally and intrastate,
constantly analyze our industry and advise accordingly.
We will put in place a medical board that along with the CEO and COO will be in charge of hiring all
staff. The Medical Board will be responsible for constructing and maintaining approved CEU courses
through the State Board of Pharmacy, as well as educational materials for patients. The
Pharmaceutical Director will oversee that all operating systems are properly working, tracking, and
reporting all data to the State Board of Pharmacy in real time (PMP and METRC compliant). The CEO,
COO, and Medical Board will construct the operations manual for the dispensary. Record retention
requirements maintained at the facility, and proper record keeping guidelines will be overseen and
verified by the Pharmacist. The Pharmaceutical Director will act as the HIPPA compliance officer. The
Medical Board will implement standard forms for reporting adverse events.
ENTRANCE SCREENING STAFF: Entrance Screening Staff will be responsible for greeting and
verifying the status of the patient or caregiver before allowing them into the dispensary floor area. They
assist with the lobby intake, educational material, and overall comfort. They will be professional,
pleasant, and act as our “first ambassador to our patients.”
DISPENSARY EMPLOYEE/TECHNICIAN: The DE/technician is responsible for ensuring that all
patients are qualified to receive medication. They will be trained to verify status and to give dispensary
advice on patients’ needs relating to medicinal marijuana, its properties, strengths, and strains. After
the patient has selected, the transaction is referred to the payment staff who handle the financial
aspects of the transaction.
Inventory Control Agent: He will be responsible for implementing and overseeing the inventory control
system in coordination with the Pharmaceutical Director, CEO and COO. They will monitor inventory
counts and establish theft/diversion prevention procedure, relying on both the computerized inventory
system and upon secure human procedures in the handling of inventory and money. For the first two
years of operation, the Pharmaceutical Director will also be the Inventory Control Agent. This will
ensure all protocols have been tested and the Pharmaceutical Director is able to evaluate the
procedures for efficiency prior to hiring staff to fill the same role.
SALES ASSOCIATE: The sales associate handles all payment and financial transactions from a
separate payment station.
Office Administrator/Bookkeeper: The Office Administrator will take responsibility for daily accounting
duties and work with Inventory Control Officer to complete regular audits of the system.
The Security Agent is responsible for all security of the facility and its perimeter, and will train all staff

as to basic security protocols. The Security Agent is also responsible for the security and safety of the
immediate environment outside the facility perimeter to the extent that the dispensary’s operation
relates to the welfare of the neighbors, arising from the facility’s present in the neighborhood and will
be responsible for implementing the dispensary’s design plans for the security procedures and
protocols, the video surveillance system, its backing up and video log. They will maintain strict
vigilance for diversion and deviation of medicine. They will act as liaison to local law enforcement for
security issues with the facility.
C-4.2 Please attach a Table of Organization and Control for the business. Include all individuals listed
in question A-6.
Uploaded Document Name: C-4.2_Table of Organization and Control.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 1 page(s) of this document.

Pharmaceutical Director

Consultant

Business Plan(Capital Requirements)
Item 1 of 1
C-5.1 Type of Capital
Cash
C-5.2 Source of Capital
Bank account
C-5.3 Name and Address of financial institution
This response has been entirely redacted
C-5.4 Account Number
This response has been entirely redacted
C-5.5 Illustrate that the Applicant has adequate liquid assets to cover all expenses and costs for the
first year of operation as indicated in the dispensary's proposed Business Startup Plan (Question C-3).
The total amount of liquid assets must be no less than $250,000. Provide unredacted documentation
from the Applicant's financial institution to support these capital requirements. (ORC 3796:6-2-02)
This response has been entirely redacted
C-5.5.1 Please attach a redacted copy of documentation from the Applicant's financial institution to
support the capital requirements. (ORC 3796:6-2-02)
Uploaded Document Name: C-5.5_bank statement redacted.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 1 page(s) of this document.

Business Plan(Business History and Experience)
Item 1 of 2
C-6.1 First Name
Jeffrey
C-6.2 Middle Name
Walker
C-6.3 Last Name
Rozier
C-6.4 Previous Role (e.g. Owner, Officer, Board Member, Person with Financial Interest, Person
Exercising Substantial Control, Support Employee)
Current owner of construction company
C-6.5 Business Name
Rozier Designer Homes
C-6.6 Business Address
4168 Cherryshire Drive, Brunswick, OH. 44212
C-6.7 Position of management or ownership of a controlling interest
YES
C-6.8 Dates
2001 - Present

Business Plan(Business History and Experience)
Item 2 of 2
C-6.1 First Name
Violeta
C-6.2 Middle Name
No response provided by applicant
C-6.3 Last Name
Rakic
C-6.4 Previous Role (e.g. Owner, Officer, Board Member, Person with Financial Interest, Person
Exercising Substantial Control, Support Employee)
Previous owner of state liquor agencey, current owner and managing member of property
management firm and Registered Nurse in Ohio
C-6.5 Business Name
Rakic Property Management Ltd.
C-6.6 Business Address
1797 Pearl Rd. Brunswick OH 44212
C-6.7 Position of management or ownership of a controlling interest
YES
C-6.8 Dates
2002 to Present

Business Plan(Business History and Experience Narrative)
C-6.9 Provide a narrative description not to exceed 1500 words demonstrating any previous
experience at operating other businesses or non-profit organizations and any demonstrated knowledge
or expertise with regard to the medical use of marijuana to treat qualifying conditions (for all
Prospective Associated Key Employees with an ownership interest of ten percent or more in the
prospective dispensary). Include the number of years of experience, the type of business, and any
administrative discipline history associated with each business.
C 6.9
The company is a minority and female owned Ohio LLC. It is owned by Ohio residents Owner A (51%
owner and member) and Owner B (49% owner and member). Both members of the company are
familiar with running successful businesses in Ohio and are familiar with the Ohio Department of
Commerce.
The company has a consulting arrangement with a large scale grow operator from a northwestern state
and a dispensary partner with multiple locations within the same northwestern state.
Our team of advisors in the medical marijuana industry, have been engaged in cultivating, processing
and dispensing medical marijuana in other states that have legalized marijuana for years.
OWNER A
Owner A is a former Agent for the Investigative Unit of the Ohio Department of Public Safety. He has
worked with the Ohio Liquor Control Commission, the DEA Mobile Task Force, and numerous
municipal law enforcement agencies. He is familiar with Ohio drug laws and has conducted felony and
misdemeanor arrests. He has visited schools conducting drug intervention programs during his tenure
as an Agent. His duties also included conducting investigations, interviews, preparing reports,
preparing various legal documents (including subpoenas, search warrants, citations, evidence, etc).
He has experience administering THC tests in the field. He is a member of the Security Awareness
Council and has an Accommodation letter from the Transit Police.
Owner A is also the owner of a designer homes company, and is a contractor for a County MMRD and
specializes in ADA compliance. He was a member of the Home Builders Association of Greater
Cleveland. He is married to his wife of over twenty years who works for the Internal Revenue Service.

As a business owner and entrepreneur of over 15 years, Owner A has successfully raised capital and
started several businesses. He has experience managing a growing company and developing and
executing tactical and strategic business plans. He has personal experience in hiring and managing
people. He has developed very strong skill sets at managing working capital and the appreciation for
excellent cash flow management especially in a start-up.
Owner A has been a quiet leader in the African American Community. He has volunteered as a mentor
for at-risk children from single-parent households and has provided free music lessons to inner-city
minority children. As an owner of a music recording studio he has donated thousands of hours of free
recording time and professional studio work to minority children, young adults, and adults. Owner A
has applied for a level 1 cultivation in the State of Ohio.

OWNER B

The other owner of the Company is Owner B who is a licensed nurse (RN, BS from an Ohio
University). She has owned several businesses including a State Liquor Agency with her husband,
that was sold in 2011-12 to a large supermarket chain. The liquor agency did nearly $4M in sales in
2011 when it was sold. In the past 20 years, she has remitted well over $50M in liquor sales to the
Ohio Liquor Commission and Department of Commerce with no shortfalls in revenue or any issues with
remitting liquor proceeds to the state on a timely basis. She acted as an agent for the state of Ohio in
this capacity and is familiar with running an entity controlled and regulated by the state.
Owner B learned a great deal about business and has developed specific skill sets at growing a
company while managing cash flow and working capital to meet daily business needs. She stated,
“cash flow management can either make or break a company.” She has successfully provided
leadership to her employees while managing operations. Additionally she worked with distributor reps
on promotional activities and soon became very sharp at her own promotions and advertising. Owner B
has successfully managed the liquor store which was sold and currently manages a beer and wine
store in the same location.
On top of her successful beer and wine store Owner B has been acquiring and managing real estate
and currently owns millions of dollars of commercial and residential buildings. She is well respected in
her community and is regarded as a very sharp business woman.
She is married to her husband, our legal counsel, for over twenty years and lives in NE Ohio. She also
currently owns and manages Property Management Company and related entities which owns and
manages nearly 20 separate units of residential and commercial real estate in the Northeast Ohio area
with a value of nearly $3,000,000.00. Legal Counsel husband is a licensed attorney in Ohio and is
providing legal counsel to The Company but has no equity position in this venture. He has been in
practice for over 20 years and specializes in real estate and liquor law.
OUT-OF-STATE CANNABIS DISPENSARY EXPERIENCE
We are very pleased to have acquired an outstanding dispensary consultant who was referred to us by
our cultivation consultant. Both individuals are at the absolute top of their respective specialties in a
legal state.
Our Dispensary Consultant started his first dispensary in 2014. He quickly acquired more licenses and
chose his locations carefully rocketing to the top of his state by delivering a consistent, quality, buying
experience for his customers. He is most demanding of his growers and a stickler for accurate
accounting and tracking within his dispensaries. He has had many articles written about him in industry
mags . He is highly process oriented and strives for a collaborative culture. He is an excellent trainer
and stickler for following the letter of the laws and regulations of his state. We are excited to have such
an experienced and successful team helping us to……
Our Director of Pharmacy/lead pharmacist is an Army veteran with 9 years in the Ohio National Guard.
Because of his aptitude in chemistry he was chosen for the highly selective Nuclear Biological
Chemical Department. He put himself through college by his service to his country.
He was graduated from the University of Toledo in 1997 with a B.S. in Pharmacy, immediately sat for
testing and earned his license in July, 97.’
The majority of his career was spent with one company for whom he still works. He stays current and
up to date on his CEU requirements and has never had to submit corrective action on any of his many
State Board of Pharmacy inspections. The first few years of practicing pharmacy he was hired as a

staff pharmacist joining the current PIC in a moderate volume location. As his pharmacy volume grew
he was promoted over a more senior pharmacist and made Pharmacist in Charge.
As managing pharmacist he grew the business into a high volume, efficient, patient care oriented
department. He more than doubled script volume from roughly 150 scripts/day to an average of 380
scripts/day until his store became the most profitable in the chain.
Senior management recognized his potential and his ability to take a low producing store and
transform it to a high producing pharmacy with excellent team moral. He was given another opportunity
to prove himself when he was asked to transfer to yet another problem location in need of better
management.
He accepted a position as the Lead Pharmacist at a location based in a hospital’s professional
building. He face the traditional responsibilities of a pharmacist and started a medication delivery
service to discharged patients to improving patient’s outcomes. Again he increased script count.
His duties included, scheduling and development of employees, overseeing and organizing all record
keeping, filling of prescriptions, patient consultation, health screenings, MTM, immunization
administration, responsible inventory management, outdated medication management, OTC selection,
medication recall processing, OARRS PMP utilization, HIPPA requirements, OBRA 87 adherence,
medication storage requirements, Quality assurance documenting and reporting, audit assistance,
authorized inspection assistance by agencies, and security of the department.
He has worked as a subcontractor staffing and inspecting correctional facilities while maintaining his
full-time position.
He is particularly proud of his work as a preceptor pharmacy students from NEOMED, Ohio Northern
University, as well as The University of Toledo. He strives to make himself an information source for
not only the community, but also for the many Physicians with whom he engages. I engage with.
Physician and provider interaction is a daily responsibility of mine. Educating, recognizing, and
reporting adverse events is a large part of being a practicing Pharmacist. The importance of proper
documentation and reporting is something he clearly understands.
Product safety requirements and recalls are also a regular responsibility of the current position I hold. I
understand the different levels of recalls, the processes of possibly initiating a recall based on a
consumer complaint, and what needs to be done to
He has built excellent relations with local Drug Task Force Agents, and am comfortable providing
information to assist in all necessary investigations. I have performed many medication destructions in
the retail pharmacy upon approval from the State Board of Pharmacy.

Operations Plan(Dispensary Oversight)
D-1.1 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will appoint a designated representative
responsible for the oversight, supervision and control of operations of the medical marijuana
dispensary. When there is a change in the appointed designated representative, the Applicant will
notify the State Board of Pharmacy within 10 business days of appointment. OAC 3796:6-3-05
YES

Operations Plan(Security and Surveillance )
D-2.1 By checking “Yes,” the Applicant attests that it is able to continuously maintain effective security,
surveillance and accounting control measures to prevent diversion, abuse and other illegal conduct
regarding medical marijuana and medical marijuana products.
YES
D-2.2 Please provide a summary of the Applicant's proposed security and surveillance equipment and
measures that will be in place at the proposed facility and site. These measures should cover, but are
not limited to, the following:
1. General overview of the equipment, measures and procedures to be used
2. Alarm systems
3. Surveillance system
4. Surveillance storage
5. Recording capability
6. Records retention
7. Premises accessibility
8. Inspection/servicing/alteration protocols
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-16 for more information.
This response has been entirely redacted
D-2.2.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-2.2. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
Uploaded Document Name: D-2.2_LOREX Cameras, DVR. Equipement list for Dispensary.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 10 page(s) of this document.

D-2.3 By selecting “Yes”, the Applicant attests that the answer provided in response to Question D-2.2
is voluntarily submitted to the State Board of Pharmacy in expectation of protection from disclosure as
provided by section 149.433 of the Revised Code.
YES

Operations Plan(Inventory Management of Product)
D-6.1 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that it will establish inventory controls and procedures for
the conducting of weekly inventory reviews and annual comprehensive inventories of medical
marijuana at the facility. OAC 3796:6-3-20
YES
D-6.2 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that its written or electronic weekly and annual inventory
records described in D-6.1 will include:
1. The date of the inventory
2. A summary of the inventory findings
3. The employee identification numbers, and titles or positions, of the individuals who conducted
the inventory
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-20 for more information.
YES
D-6.3 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will use the state inventory tracking system. ORC
3796.07; OAC 3796:1-1-01; OAC 3796:6-3-06
YES
D-6.4 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that it will maintain records of medical marijuana
received from a cultivator or processor in its internal inventory control system. OAC 3796:6-3-20
YES
D-6.5 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that it will maintain records of medical marijuana
dispensed to a patient or a caregiver in its internal inventory control system. OAC 3796:6-3-08
YES
D-6.6 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that it will maintain records of expired, damaged,
deteriorated, misbranded, or adulterated medical marijuana awaiting return to a cultivator / processor
or awaiting disposal, in its internal inventory control system. OAC 3796:6-3-20
YES
D-6.7 Please provide an explanation for selecting "No" in response to questions D-6.1 through D-6.6
No response provided by applicant
D-6.8 Please describe the Applicant's approach regarding the implementation of an inventory
management process. This approach must also include a process that provides for the recall of
medical marijuana and the management of medical marijuana product returns from the proposed
dispensary to the originating cultivator and/or processor. OAC 3796:6-3-20
D-6.8 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT PROCESS (OAC 3796:6-3-20)
Implementing Inventory Management System
Proper inventory management will result in an efficient dispensary operation. Our experienced lead
pharmacist director will oversee our complex inventory management system. The inventory system
designed will be real-time, web-based, backed-up at least daily, and accessible by the state board of

pharmacy immediately upon request.
Inventory management will begin with obtaining products only from licensed processors and
cultivators, and documenting current valid licenses.
All acquisitions received will require the cultivator to be compliant with OAC 3796:6-3-20(C) upon
delivery.
Inventory reports will be capable of showing accurate inventory levels of all products on hand. The
METRC database and bar codes will track all additions, movements within the dispensary, and
dispensing throughout the day, and at end of day, current inventory balances on hand. All movement
will be tracked via positive identification in the dispensaries operating system preferably using
biometrics. Daily deliveries will be added to inventory showing the processor or cultivator delivering (as
well as person actually delivering it and when) and quantity, strain, variety, batch and lot number of
each product. All products in the dispensary will be in whole unit packages with bar codes attached.
For each product, the total number of units will be added to inventory showing whom from the
dispensary accepted the shipment and when. The inventory then will be tracked via MMJ Menu
operating system and POS, pinpointing every movement of every product throughout the day using
positive identification of those performing the transaction.
Inventory movement from secure storage areas, to out-front displays, will only be performed by key
employees using positive identification. When inventory levels in dispensary are low, they will be
replenished and transferred in the MMJ Menu system to show replenished inventory. The inventory
from the dispensary to the customer or caregiver will be tracked in MMJ Menu showing who performed
the sale, to whom it was sold, and the quantity of each specific product sold. Every time the levels of
inventory in the dispensing area are replenished from storage; an audit count will occur to make sure
computer database reconciles with that on hand. In the event a discrepancy is suspected; the
responsible employee will be notified and an immediate investigation started. Daily audit counts by
employees, as well as random audit counts by responsible employees will maintain accuracy,
accountability, and early detection of possible diversion. All employees will be trained about their duty
to report any and all suspicious activity, as well as any discrepancies they suspect. Any and all product
movement will be logged into the database, including returns/destructions.
At each step, those involved in handling the inventory must identify themselves to the system with a
secure authentication procedure (e.g., a unique employee password or electronically-readable ID). The
type of transition event will be indicated and the inventory is identified by electronic reading of its
tracking number. The system automatically aggregates inventory by the types of transitions through
which it passes (all sales, all deliveries, etc.) and by time of day. Where applicable (e.g., whenever
loose inventory is being handled), authorized personnel will determine the weight of the product,
entering it into the system. In this way, the flow of inventory through our facility is fully documented in
real time. Furthermore, we aim to make our tracking system self-monitoring so that discrepant, invalid,
or missing data would generate an automatic alert.
Opening and closing inventories will be required daily. A comprehensive inventory will be done twice
daily: before commencement and after close of daily operations. All marijuana and items containing
marijuana are counted, weighed, or both. These inventory results will be submitted to the Inventory
Control Agent for reconciliation with the inventory data generated the previous evening or in the
operations of the day after being closed out. Any discrepancies will trigger an inventory audit by the
Inventory Control Agent and, if confirmed, a review of electronic security and surveillance data. Law
enforcement authorities will be notified immediately if the Inventory Control Agent ascertains that there
has indeed been loss, theft, improper diversion, or any other criminal activity.
At intervals not exceeding seven (7) days, the Inventory Control Agent will conduct and document a
manual audit of the dispensaries daily inventory that is accounted for according to generally accepted
accounting principles. Any unexplained shrinkage will be documented and trigger a review of electronic
security and surveillance data. When the Dispensary determines where the shrinkage occurred,
appropriate corrective measures will be implemented. Law enforcement authorities will be notified
immediately if the Inventory Control Agent ascertains that there has indeed been loss, theft, improper

diversion, or any other criminal activity.
Quarterly audits will be submitted to the Board of Pharmacy pursuant to OAC 3796:6-3-20(D)(4).
All documentation required in OAC 3796:6-3-20 shall be maintained in a secure, locked location for
three (3) years from the date on the document. These records will be kept electronically and back-up
each business day.
Recalled Products (OAC 3796:3-21)
Our company will meet or exceed the requirement of OAC 3796:3-21. Recalled products will be
isolated in a separate secured location of their own. There will be two possible sources these come
from. One being inventory presently in the dispensary, the other from customers returning the product
affected by the recall. If returned from patient, the patient’s profile will be updated shojjwing the return
for recall. Recalls will be handled by accessing the item dispensing reports to show what patients
received recalled medication. If the dispensary possesses recalled product, a manifest will be created
showing identifying product as well as quantities to be returned. These items will be accounted for in
the dispensary operating system, and able to be seen per State of Ohio reporting system. These items
will be secured in delivery totes and secured with tamper resistant tape or ties until destroyed using our
destruction procedures. Upon destruction, items will be removed from perpetual inventory in the
computer database. All recall notifications will be recorded and stored in proper file cabinets.
Our company will use media outlets such as local radio, newspaper, public website, and social media
outlets to communicate that there is a particular recall. Once notification is received that a recall is
necessary, the inventory tracking system will inform our company of the cultivator/processing source
and they will be contacted directly.
The Board of Pharmacy will be notified within twenty-four hours.
Management of Returns
Destruction of returned products will be conducted weekly (same day, same time) unless pre-approval
from the State Board of Pharmacy is not granted and in accordance with OAC (3796:6-3-20(F). All
products will be scanned, counted, and verified by two employees, one being a key employee. All
returned products from customers will have to be credited to the patient’s profile and stored in an area
secured and separated from all other inventory in the dispensary.
D-6.8.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-6.8. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant
D-6.9 Please describe the Applicant's processes, procedures and controls regarding a patient or
caregiver’s ability to return unused medical marijuana for the purpose of dispossession and destroying.
Include, at a minimum, a description of
1. How patients and caregivers will be charged for such returns
2. How returns will be tracked
3. How any returned medical marijuana will be secured at the facility
4. The maximum amount of time that returned medical marijuana will be stored at the facility
D-6.9 INVENTORY OF UNUSED MEDICAL MARIJUANA FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISPOSSESSION
AND DESTROYING. (OAC 3796:6- 3-20(F).
There are a limited number of circumstances in which medical marijuana can be returned and those
reasons are specifically mentioned in OAC 3796:6-3-20(F). There are no other reasons medical
marijuana will be accepted by the dispensary. If, however, OAC 3796:6-3-20(F) is satisfied, our
dispensary has a comprehensive plan in dealing with such issues.
Due to state laws, any inventory being returned must strictly be destroyed pursuant to OAC 3796:6-314. If items are returned by customers, a receipt will be provided to them showing what they have

returned, amount, and for what reason. The patient’s profile will be updated and documented as to why
they returned the medication. Local dump box location fliers will also be displayed in the lobby
promoting responsible destruction of all patient medications.
How Patients and Caregivers will be Charged for Such Returns
The dispensary will adhere to a patient-friendly return policy that will be essential to all aspects of our
operation. The first step in this process is to ensure that the patient is made aware prior to the
purchase of medical marijuana that the dispensary and State of Ohio have a strict policy regarding the
return of medical marijuana. The patient will be informed that we would like to be made aware as soon
as possible of any product safety issues that have escaped our screening process so that we can
promptly analyze and correct the problem. An unaccepting attitude toward product returns will only
discourage reporting of quality concerns and encourage diversion for monetary gain. We will serve our
mission better by supporting the return of products that patients find unsatisfactory so long as we
strictly adhere to the rules of our state.
If medical marijuana is returned because it is no longer needed or the patient’s registration expires or is
revoked, then pending verification that it was in fact dispensed by our facility, the patient will receive a
receipt indicating the type, date, and amount of returned medical marijuana.
Our goal is to develop a policy that neither discourages nor incentivizes returns. We will work to
develop a responsible policy on compensating patients for recalled products. We are proposing that no
charge be accessed for the returning and destruction of products, and realize the service is an
excellent way of preventing drug diversion.
How Returns Will be Tracked
All returned, altered, or damaged products shall first be inventoried and weighed into the system and
then destroyed by grinding and mixing with paper, plastics, and coffee grounds. All included items will
be inventoried and documented in a perpetual inventory log, and added to the MMJ Menu operating
systems inventory (ASAP format) with positive identification as items to be destroyed for additional
tracking. Electronic record of all destructions maintained for minimum of 3 years per state board of
pharmacy requirements. The items will be inventoried based on origination of product, what was
returned or placed to be destroyed, amount of each product, and the date they were received to be
destroyed.
How Any Returned Medical Marijuana Will be Secured at the Facility
The products for destruction will be secured in a separate secure area, secured with a lock accessible
only by key employees, in the rear storage area of the building. Upon destruction, the inventory system
will be zeroed out showing all products were destroyed. Each product shall be weighed individually
prior to mixing together for grinding and disposal, this includes the weighing of coffee grounds, paper
and plastics, and weighed afterwards to insure a equal total combined weight.
The Maximum Amount of Time That Returned Medical Marijuana Will be Stored at the Facility
At least seven days prior to rendering medical marijuana unusable and disposing of it, the dispensary
shall notify the state board of pharmacy. Notification shall include the date and time the medical
marijuana will be rendered unusable and disposed.
Our facility will plan to do weekly destructions, same day and time of week, upon prior approval from
the State Board of Pharmacy. This will prevent any products waiting for destruction to be only in the
facility a maximum of 7 days.
We shall be using the medical grinder Model No. TM8500 Series by Franklin Miller TaskMaster Grinder
Marijuana Waste Shredder. The waste shall then be discarded within a secured Rubbermaid container
within our locked secured Disposal room for later disposal in our outside locked garbage container to
be removed from the premises within seven days after destruction per OAC 3796:6-3-14 and delivered
to a permitted solid waste facility for final disposition. During the garbage removal, security guards shall
be present as garbage trucks enter and exit the premises. The security guard and or employee shall
make sure that the garbage personnel cycles the garbage.
The Inventory Control Agent (whom will also be a Key Employee) must be present for all on-site
destruction and must, along with at least one other employee acting as witness, sign a printed record

of disposal, which will be kept as a hard copy or electronically as a scanned facsimile for not less than
three (3) years.
Whenever medical marijuana is destroyed on site an inventory record is generated indicating:
the control numbers associated with the medical marijuana destroyed,
the reason it was destroyed,
the manner in which it was destroyed,
the amount destroyed,
the date and time it was destroyed, and
those present during the destruction.
D-6.9.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-6.9. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant

Operations Plan(Sanitation and Safety)
D-8.1 Please provide a summary of the intended sanitation and safety measures to be implemented at
the dispensary. These measures should include, but are not limited to, plans, procedures, and controls
to address the following:
1. Processes for contamination prevention
2. Pest protection procedures
3. Instruction to dispensary employees regarding the handling of medical marijuana
4. Hand-washing facilities
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-02 for more information.
Sanitation is a key component of The Company’s quality assurance, product safety, and agent safety
programs. In compliance with O.A.C. 3796:6-3-02, the Company shall implement policies and
procedures related to receiving, inspecting, segregating, preparing, packaging and storing medical
marijuana in accordance with adequate sanitation principles.
The foundation to a clean and sanitary Dispensary and preventing contamination first begins with
implementing the following proper hand-washing techniques:
Taking a least 20 seconds to complete the washing procedure, using a hand-washing sink and
cleaning compound,
Rinsing under clean, running warm water;
Applying an amount of cleaning compound recommended by the manufacturer of the compound;
Rubbing together vigorously for at least 15 seconds while paying particular attention to removing soil
from underneath the fingernails and creating friction on the surfaces of the hands and arms, fingertips
and areas between the fingers;
Thoroughly rinsing under clean running water;
Thoroughly drying the washed body part.
The Company shall implement a plan that assigns responsibility for sanitation within the Company and
outlines a detailed cleaning schedule, methods, equipment and materials to be used in cleaning the
facilities of the dispensary; and taking steps to ensure that all sanitation procedures apply to work
performed by contractors or temporary employees and work performed by full-time employees or
regular during the ordinary course of operations.
The Company shall implement proper sanitation as to the handling of cannabis products, including the
following procedures:
Avoiding bare hand and arm contact with exposed, finished cannabis products;
The use of suitable utensils such as deli tissue, spatulas, tongs, single use gloves or dispensing
equipment when handling exposed, finished edibles or infused products;
Keeping his/her hands and exposed portions or arms clean;
Cleaning hands and exposed portions of his or her arms (or, as applicable surrogate prosthetic devices
for hands and arms), during the following times:
Immediately before working with usable cannabis or other cannabis products prior to packaging;
After touching bare human body parts other than clean hands and exposed portions of the arms;
After using the toilet;
After coughing, sneezing, using tobacco, eating;
After handling soiled equipment;
As often as necessary to remove soil and contamination and to prevent cross-contamination when
changing tasks;
Keeping his/her fingernails trimmed, filed and maintained so that the edges and surfaces are
cleanable;
Unless wearing intact gloves in good repair, avoid the use of fingernail polish or artificial fingernails;
Wearing clean clothing appropriate to the tasks assigned to the employee
The Company will use equipment of proper design to accomplish its objectives in the most efficient

manner, by the following means:
The equipment and utensils used will be:
Of appropriate design, size, and suitably located to facilitate operations for its intended use and for its
cleaning and maintenance; and
Constructed so that surfaces which have direct contact with components, in process materials and
marijuana are not reactive, additive or absorptive so as to either:
Alter the safety, identity, strength, quality or purity of the products beyond established requirements; or
Allow the migration of deleterious substances or impart colors, odors or tastes to products;
Safe, durable, corrosion-resistant, nonabsorbent, of sufficient construction to withstand repeated ware
washing, are finished to have a smooth, easily cleanable surface; and are resistant to pitting, chipping,
crazing, scratching, scoring, distortion and decomposition;
The dispensary will establish written procedures and records concerning the cleaning and maintenance
of equipment (including procedures regarding methods, equipment and materials used in cleaning and
maintenance operations) that:
Ensures that any substances required for its operation, such as lubricants, do not encounter
components, product containers, in-process materials, or marijuana so as to alter their safety, identity,
strength, quality or purity of the marijuana beyond the official requirements;
Ensures that equipment and utensils are cleaned, maintained and, as appropriate for the nature of
marijuana, sanitized and sterilized at appropriate intervals to prevent malfunctions or contamination
that would alter the safety, identity, strength, , quality or purity of the marijuana beyond the official
requirements (including, where necessary, the disassembly and reassembly of such equipment);
Assigns responsibility for cleaning and maintaining equipment;
Establishes a schedule for maintenance, cleaning and, where appropriate, sanitizing equipment or
utensils, and for equipment or utensils that have direct contact with marijuana or marijuana products,
cleaning/sanitizing at the following times:
At a frequency specified by the manufacturer, or if the manufacturer does not specify a frequency, at a
frequency necessary to prevent the accumulation of soil or mold;
Each time there is a change from working with raw marijuana products to working with finished
marijuana products;
As to cavities and door seals and surfaces of heating appliances, at least once every 24hrs by using
the recommended cleaning procedure of the manufacturer;
As to the surfaces of equipment that do not have direct contact with marijuana products, as often as
necessary to keep them free of accumulations of dust, dirt, residue, or other debris;
At any time during operation when contamination may have occurred;
Ensures that after cleaning and before use, the surfaces of equipment and utensils that come in direct
contact with marijuana or marijuana products are sanitized in:
Hot water manual operations by immersion for at least 30 seconds with a temperature of 170°F or
above;
Hot water mechanical operations by being cycled through equipment that is set up and achieving a
utensil surface temperature of 160°F as measured by an irreversible registering temperature indicator;
Provides for the inspection of equipment for cleanliness immediately before use.
The Dispensary’s warewashing equipment shall include in its operation of use of fresh hot water as a
sanitizing rinse, at a temperature of between 180°F and 194°F as it enters the manifold;
The Company shall contract with a local pest control company to implement proper and safe pest
controls that are safe for consumable goods. The Company shall implement the following 12 Step
Approach to Prevent Infestations of Pests by doing:
INTERIOR
Inspect the property to identify active infestations or conditions conducive, and develop a treatment
plan;
Utilize a HEPA backpack vacuum system to physically remove any visible pests from the structure;
Coat fecal material with Nibor D product to affect the bacteria and disrupt insect digestion;

Treat cracks and crevices in structure and contents with Nibor D powder in order to impact areas
where insects take harborage.
Use a Hartley duster, inject Nibor D powder into voids where insects live and breed;
Using a mop solution or duster, apply to cracks and crevices that are routinely washed;
An IPM and quality assurance step, use insect monitoring stations to routinely check insect pressure
inside the structure. Caulk, as needed.;
EXTERIOR
Web wipe accessible eaves and other outside areas with a Webster head treated with Microcare;
Using a B&G, treat hot spots around windows and doors;
Use a power sprayer on landscape features, including up structure's foundation by 2-3 feet and out
away from the structure by one foot to create a barrier. Also, treat sidewalk cracks & edges,
water/meter boxes, tree trunks and under bushes.
Apply granules or baits to all outside perimeter of the dispensary.
Caulk small cracks, crevices and insect entry points.

Operations Plan(Record-Keeping)
D-9.1 By selecting “Yes,” the Applicant attests that it will notify State Board of Pharmacy at least 7 days
prior to rendering medical marijuana unusable. All waste and unusable product will be weighed,
recorded and entered into both its internal inventory system and in the state inventory tracking system.
The destruction of medical marijuana will be witnessed by a key employee and conducted in a
designated area with fully functioning video surveillance. OAC 3796:6-3-14
YES
D-9.2 Please provide a summary of the Applicant’s record-keeping plan at the dispensary. This plan
should cover, but is not limited to, a description for how the following records will be maintained:
1. Employee records, including a background check conducted by the proposed dispensary and
training provided by the proposed dispensary
2. Operating procedures and controls
3. Audit records
4. Staffing plans; Business records
5. Surveillance records
6. Attendance logs
7. Quality assurance review logs
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-17 for more information.
Every employee will begin with their own personal files, including emergency contacts, application,
fingerprinting, background check (BCI and FBI), salary, taxes and withholdings, employment status (full
vs part time), education and certifications, and initial training completed for employer as well as state
requirements. The file will also include CEU requirements for that employee with certificates of
completion. Employees will also be provided a handbook and job description of position they are hired
for. Standard operating procedures will be maintained in an employee reference manual available for
review at dispensary site. Every employee will be thoroughly trained in payment handling, and the
importance of double counting all transactions each and every time.
Electronic records will be the primary source of record keeping in the dispensary. Invoices and sales
records will also be filed in hard copy form in the rear dispensary filing cabinets for a minimum of three
years. Documents deemed necessary for filing will also be kept for a 3 year minimum period for
additional auditing purposes. The dispensaries operating system will be capable of using positive
identification showing who was responsible for all medication movement. The computer system will be
backed up every evening and in constant communication with the State Board of Pharmacies reporting
system. The minimum documents referred to in rule 3796:6-3-17 sections E1-11 will be secured by key
employees only in the rear storage areas of the dispensary.
Employees will utilize punch clock time system for salary, and their swipe keys will also provide
information as to who is in the dispensary and when.
Staffing plan will begin hiring the appropriate amount of employees to effectively staff the dispensary,
keeping into account the possibilities of call offs and illnesses. The dispensary manager will be notified
as soon as a call off is suspected, and will have all employees contacts available to contact other
employees to cover the shift. At the very minimum, two prospective owners will be available at all times
to properly staff the dispensary. It will be strictly enforced that no single person is to enter the
dispensary at any time, and opening will only occur when the minimum two dispensary employees are
present. The dispensary staffing plan has us operating with four dispensary technicians on site at all
times, and approximately 6 other employees not scheduled at that time, and this will help prevent the
staffing from being an issue.

All Licenses, insurance policies, OSHA guidelines, certificates, and etc. will be properly displayed.
HIPPA patient rights will be posted and displayed in the dispensary for all customers to read. Any and
all invoices, services, contracts, and agreements will be maintained on the premises.
Surveillance records will be available for review for at least the minimum of four months. Employees
reporting to work each morning will do a scan of the facility before beginning work, and will immediately
report any suspicious discoveries. The backed up videos will be readily available for review for both
internal company members, as well as external agents holding an investigation.
Attendance logs will be tracked by punch system for salary management, and swipe cards for tracking
access to the facility.
Ohio State board of Pharmacy as well as DEA and Drug task forces will be permitted to inspect and
conduct investigations as they need. Upon proper identification of such persons, the dispensary will
provide either original documents or copies to the agent. If originals are surrendered, a copy will be
produced, documented with who received the original, and replaced back into proper file. Visitor log will
be updated as to all who were present.
Quality reports will be transcribed as soon as physically possible. Precise items such as who took the
initial report and when, patient involved, any adverse effects noted, any medication ingested, who
reported the incident, time we notified physician, and a narrative summary of everything that happened
or was said. Patient safety is the primary concern. We will be relaying the incident to the prescribing
physician, as well as any other persons deemed necessary, including FDA and State Board of
Pharmacy. All quality assurance reports will be maintained, reviewed, and utilized for employee
training. Every incident will be reported to our insurance company, and an action plan will be
implemented to help prevent the action from occurring in the future.

Operations Plan(Other )
D-10.1 Please provide a summary of any other services or products to be offered by the Applicant at
the dispensary. OAC 3796:6-2-02
PHILOSOPHY
Our Core Values proudly define who we are as a company. They are: Improving Community Quality of
Life, Spreading Knowledge, Choosing Quality Over Profit and Helping Every Individual Patient. We
strongly believe in these and are committed to their practice.
MISSION
Our knowledgeable team of professionals aims to provide the premier medical cannabis experience to
residents and visitors.
VISION
We will elevate the industry to a higher standard through our dedication to quality, convenience, a
premier experience, and advancements in medical cannabis research.
COMMITMENT
We are committed to supporting healthy lifestyles and personal wellness, dispensing only lab-tested
and high quality products, and employing well-trained and compassionate team members.
PROCESS
We are committed to ensuring that only the highest-quality medicine is made available to our patients.
To meet this commitment, we ensure that all of our marijuana products have undergone sufficient
quality control measures including laboratory testing for potency evaluation and safety screening.
HEALING SERVICES
We will have a community healing and education center adjacent to our dispensary, which offers a
variety of health and wellness services designed to help patients heal and maintain healthy lifestyles.
These services range from educational workshops, yoga, meditation, chiropractic, massage, art/sound
therapy and many more. These services are offered at no charge (whenever possible, and at a low
cost when not).
Our team plans to provide specialized services that embrace the benefits of providing healing with a
more integrative approach. We hope to connect many alternative service providers to our patients.
Services may include, but won’t be limited to:
Acupuncture: Ultra-fine needles are applied painlessly to your body, and they are used to balance the
nervous system, reduce tension, and alleviate pain. This 5,000-year-old healing practice has been
shown to effectively treat such diverse symptoms and conditions as pain, digestive and respiratory
disorders, anxiety and depression, headaches and migraines – and that's why a hospital offers it.
Acupuncture can also greatly ease side effects from cancer treatments, such as fatigue and nausea.
Guided Imagery: This is a gentle but powerful technique used in meditation to focus and direct the
imagination. It is also known as visualization. Guided imagery involves focusing attention on a relaxing
image, such as a sunset or a flowing waterfall. Elite athletes have been known to use guided imagery
to enhance their performance. Studies have shown that by using guided imagery, people can lower
anxiety levels during stressful times, reduce their heart rate, blood pressure, blood glucose levels - and
even morphine use for pain after surgery.
Life Coaching: Our life coach is a professionally trained therapist who helps you find and follow the
path to changing your life in the way you want. Many people know where they want to go, but not how
to get there. Others know their lives aren’t working the way they’d like them to, but they aren’t sure
why. UH Connor Integrative Health Network’s life coach offers the detailed steps that lead you to
achieving your goals.

Massage Therapy: There’s a reason the word therapy is used in connection with massage. Applying
pressure to soft tissue
creates a release of tension while increasing the flow of blood and lymphatic fluid. This provides
therapeutic benefits, such as the easing of tightness and pain, as well as the side effect of making you
feel extremely relaxed.
Meditation: Meditation is a simple mind-body practice which has been used throughout the world for
thousands of years. The term “meditation” refers to a group of techniques that are known to elicit the
relaxation response. This has been shown to be effective for conditions such as anxiety, pain, stress,
depression and insomnia, as well as to alleviate some symptoms of chronic illness.
Mindfulness: The practice of mindfulness is a way of paying attention in the present moment nonjudgmentally, and has proven to be so effective that large corporations like Google, General Mills and
Aetna offer programs for their employees. Thirty-five years of research has shown that practicing
mindfulness can result in reduced stress, decreased anxiety, reduced blood pressure, improved
attention, minimized pain sensitivity and improved emotion regulation.
Music Therapy: Music has medicinal value, as decades of research have shown. It is used to reduce
pain and anxiety –
perhaps before surgery or other treatments – as well as to enhance coping skills when you feel pain or
extreme tension. Music therapists have advanced degrees as well as strong musical skills, and through
their practice, they can help people re-capture speaking skills (if they have had a stroke, for example)
as well as provide uplifting moments that provide emotional and physical relief.
Myofascial Release Therapy: The results of this soft-tissue therapy are often immediate and dramatic.
A specially trained therapist uses a hands-on approach to address tightness or immobile skeletal
muscles, and release lingering pain. This technique relaxes contracted muscles and improves
circulation.
Stress Management and Resilience Training (S.M.A.R.T.): University Hospitals Connor Integrative
Health Network’s S.M.A.R.T. (Stress Management and Resilience Training) Program teaches
individuals how to be smarter about their approach to stress in their lives. The program seeks to
reduce the negative impact stress can have on a person’s health. We offer programs for adults and
also S.M.A.R.T. Teen to help teens build healthy, lifelong coping strategies. The S.M.A.R.T. Program
focuses on developing techniques to minimize the physiological and emotional effects of stress. The
eight-week interactive series is led by experienced stress management experts, and each session
provides strategies for self-care and practical tools to help build stress resilience.
Yoga Therapy: The physical stretching and the holding of yoga poses is combined with breath work
and relaxation techniques. It goes beyond fitness, and into healing. Yoga works by increasing body
awareness – taking you out of the stress you connect to in your mind – as well as increasing flexibility
and strength.
Integrative Psychiatry: The integrative approach applies to psychiatry too, because the issues that
people struggle with come from influences that range from biology or environment, some firmly held
beliefs, family dynamics and even your personal constitution. Addressing the influences that apply
especially to you allows healing to begin.
Naturopathic Wellness Consultation: Naturopathic Medicine is a distinct system of holistic health care
that addresses the whole person and the root causes of disease. It supports your body’s innate ability
to heal itself through natural therapies.

Osteopathic Sports Rehabilitation Clinic: A Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine (DO), in addition to the
standard medical training, adds a health approach that looks at the biomechanics of the body. The DO
uses Osteopathic Manipulation Treatments (OMT) to “jump start” the musculoskeletal system so that
your body can heal itself.
Qigong: Qigong pronounced Qi (chee) gong is actually comprised of two words. "Qi", meaning energy
or life force and "gong", meaning work or practice. Together Qigong is a life energy practice. It is
composed of gentle physical movements, breathing and mind intention.
D-10.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-10.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant
D-10.2 Please provide a summary of intended services for veterans and/or the indigent. OAC 3796:62-02; OAC 3796:6-3-22
D-10.2
More than 46 million Americans do not have health insurance and millions more are underinsured;
eight out of 10 uninsured people are from working families
Among those with health insurance, one out of 10 individuals 65 years old or younger and one in three
persons over age 65 of age do not have prescription drug coverage
Not surprisingly, people with low incomes, older adults and those suffering with chronic conditions that
require multiple medications face the greatest economic burden. These patients also tend to take less
of their medication than has been prescribed due to cost concerns. In fact, uninsured adults and their
families are twice as likely as insured adults to underuse their medications in order to lower drug costs.
Another recent survey of American adults found that in the past year:
One in five adults had not filled at least one prescription.
One in seven (14%) admitted taking a smaller dose than prescribed.
Slightly more (16%) said they had taken a medicine less frequently than prescribed.
As part of our commitment to support our community and provide medical assistance to all patients
who need it, we offer a program to help those in need that aligns with our company mission and
values.
OUR OUTREACH MISSION AND VALUES
Our mission…
To provide affordable medications for people in need.
Our vision…
A world where every person has access to the medications they need.
Our values…
Serve others: Honoring God by serving those in need. Providing a high level of service because our
patients deserve it and often, they have nowhere else to go.
Respect: Treating one another with respect in all of our interactions. Integrity: Adhering to high ethical
and professional standards in all our relationships.

Care: Caring for our patients and one another.
Stewardship: Controlling costs so that we can provide affordable medications.
Confidentiality: Protecting patient information.
As part of our commitment to support our community and provide medical assistance to all patients
who need it, we offer a program to serve the indigent. Qualifications:
1 .Be a U.S. citizen or legal resident
2. Have no prescription insurance coverage
3. Meet program income guidelines that mirror federal assistant guidelines for assistant for the
indigent.
All applicants that are enrolled in the Part D government program will be eligible for discounts.
Additional assistance may be available and applications will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
Veteran Discounts
As part of our commitment to support the men and women who serve our country, we offer at a
minimum a 15% discount off most medications and services.
In addition, we offer up to 12% discounts on selected features to all military personnel and veterans
Applicants will be directed to our website to follow the step-by-step instructions provided or they may
also do this with a consultant at the dispensary. Additional assistance may be available and
applications will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
Qualifications
Applicants should provide their company name and address, branch of service and last known military
address (including APO/FPO, AP/AE etc.).
If you're active military, you can provide one of the following:
Current Military ID
If traveling, a copy of orders with Commanding Officer’s Phone Number
If you're a veteran, you can provide one of the following:
Veterans Identification Card (VIC)
Veterans Health Identification Card (VHIC)
Veterans Advantage Card (VAC)
DD Form 214 (or any other government issued, legacy discharge document)
Military Retiree Account Statement
WE WILL GIVE HIRING PRIORITY TO VETERANS.
D-10.3 Describe the Applicant's efforts to minimize the environmental impact of the proposed
dispensary. OAC 3796:6-2-02
D-10.3 Environmental Sustainability Overview
Our company is dedicated to conducting its operations in a manner that is ecologically sustainable
from an energy consumption, water consumption and waste generation standpoint. Our company also
has a preference for medical marijuana that is Clean Green Certified, produced using natural, organic
methods. In furtherance of these goals, we will consult with and, as necessary, retain an environmental
engineer to assist with its plan and will, at minimum, adopt and adhere to best management practices.
This will include methods, policies, and procedures in the following areas
Maximizing energy efficiency by using LED lighting, Energy Star lighting products, use, where
appropriate, of photo-controls for exterior lighting unless security needs dictate otherwise.

For HVAC equipment and controls we will install vent dampers, replace inefficient components, which
should not be an initial concern since this is new construction, use programmable thermostats and
controls, seal and insulate ducts and hot water pipes and use Energy Star HVAC products.
During construction, we will install roof and wall insulation, control air leakage, insulate windows, use
storm or insulated windows carrying the Energy Star label.
We will otherwise attempt to meet or exceed the energy efficiency requirement of the International
Energy Conservation Code.
Our company will use green building measures whenever feasible, utilizing material such as denim
insulation, non-toxic paint, and materials that do not off-gas.
Our company will apply for and utilize any and all available PG&E programs for free technical
assistance in creating an energy efficient plan for construction for the building shell, building systems
and processes and effectuating the other goals stated in this section.
Solar panel usage will also be explored.
Water Conservation
Our company will instruct, train, and educate its staff as to water conservation measures including the
following methods: avoiding water wasting techniques, the identification and reporting to appropriate
management members of leaks in any portion of the water delivery, distribution and plumbing systems
in and about the premises where the dispensary conducts its operations.
Our company will employ water conserving equipment and materials as follows: water meter monitor
including technology to identify leaks, the use of low flow equipment in sinks and toilets, the use of
cleaning agents that do not rely on water.
Our company will also train and instruct staff in the following methods for preventing discharge to storm
drains: identification of chemicals and other substances that are inappropriate for discharge into storm
drains, develop spill prevention and control program, prohibit the use of petroleum-based cleaning
products, acids phosphates or other similar agents or solvents that may produce liquid discharge or
run-off, and prohibit the use of any products which contain heavy metals, paint any portion of the roof
of the building comprised of galvanized sheeting with an enamel paint, properly storing and
segregating all cleaning and sanitizing products so as to prevent leakage, improper placement of
dumpsters and waste container in areas that are not directly exposed to rainwater or with covers that
are watertight, as well as warning sign posted about the premises not to dump waste fluids in storm
drains or areas of the premises that lead to storm drains.
Solid Resource Conservation
Our company will use, when available, paper plastic and other contains that have been produced using
recycled material, identifying vendors of such products and training staff as to the use of such vendor.
We will endeavor to minimize packaging and waste wherever possible.
We will institute a recycling program whereby the staff are trained as to recycling programs operated
by local waste management providers and private recycling providers. Used or discarded paper, plastic
or other items are placed for pickup and recycling by waste management providers or transported to
private recycling centers.
Good Neighbor Consideration (Odor Control)
In the interests of being a good neighbor, our company will implement an odor control plan to mitigate
any potential nuisance. The following procedure will be followed: the dispensary will use equipment
where fresh air is brought to each of the ducted systems via a fresh air duct that is run to the exterior of
the structure. Fresh air quantities are calculated using the American Society of Heating an d
Refrigeration Engineers Standard 62.1. This fresh air will tend to pressurize the space, the dispensary
is designed for a negative pressure to contain internal odors. To accomplish this, an in-line belt-driven
exhaust fan is provided to remove the amount of fresh air provided for the occupants and an additional
amount that will ensure a negative pressure within the space.
To prevent odors from escaping the facility, the in-line exhaust fan is equipped with a filter section
loaded with 30 lbs. of activated carbon, in a rack-mounted configuration. Activated carbon is an
extremely effective absorptive odor control substance.

Once system is running, system shall be air balance to ensure design air flows for supply, fresh air,
and exhaust air base value have been met. Once completed, a differential pressure gauge shall be
used to ensure that a negative building static of no less than 0.05 of negative building static has been
achieved. A maximum negative sensor establishes the base line of operation for odors in the out-going
air stream.
Once odor control has been established, periodic testing shall be conducted to ensure that the odor
control systems are operating to maintain the baseline. As the filters age, replacement will be required
and will be conducted, as determine by the calibrated sensor on the test equipment.
Testing will be done, in the absence of other standards, in accordance with Standarized Odor
Measurement Practices for Air Quality Testing. Testing shall be done using a field Olfacotmeter,
calibrated in accordance with odor control guidelines and standards using the Scheduled Monitoring
protocol.
Planned, scheduled monitoring on a daily walk-about visit around the exterior of the site near the
exhaust system is required. Evaluation shall include, but not limited to, fan operation, distribution
system integrity, and filter media effectiveness.
D-10.3.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-10.3. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant

Operations Plan(Security & Infrastructure Records )
D-11.1 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that all responses identified as containing security and
infrastructure are voluntarily submitted to the State Board of Pharmacy in expectation of a protection
from disclosure as provided by section 149.433 of the Revised Code.
YES

Patient Care(Staff Education and Training)
E-1.1 Describe the Applicant's education and training plan and how it will meet the foundational and
ongoing training required for dispensary employees to be authorized to dispense medical marijuana.
Include a summary of the substantive training content, the number of hours each dispensary employee
will receive for each mandatory training requirement, the number of training hours each dispensary
employee will receive for any elective training, and the anticipated source of each type of training
described. OAC 3796:6-3-19
Our lead pharmacist will work in conjunction with a local doctor with his/her certificate to recommend to
ensure our employees have the most up-to-date medical information to properly inform our patients.
Our dispensary designated representative will be responsible for establishing and overseeing the
dispensary training program. Certificates of completion, transcripts, and other documentation will be
kept in each individual’s employee file and reviewed semi-annually to ensure all training requirements
are fulfilled.
We will hire experienced certified technicians. The Dispensary employees will not be permitted to
dispense medication until the required training is completed and documented in their personal file.
Personal hygiene, dispensary sanitation and security protocols will be reviewed and adhered to. The
process for registering employees for NABP e-profile ID numbers will be initiated. The understanding
of, and the duty to report any suspected or confirmed drug diversion to the proper departments. They
will be trained on the dispensaries operating system (prospectively MMJ Menu), and the entering and
verifying all conditions are met before dispensing (registered Physician, condition, quantity limitations,
etc.) and demonstrate proficiency.
All staff will be Marijuana Dispensary Certified from a reputable marijuana education company covering
methods of use, cannabinoid and terpene profiles, matching symptoms with specific strains, authorized
uses, different forms, recognizing signs of abuse, and to inform against traditional smoking. Training
with continue with all of the applicable patient cardholder laws, caregiver requirements, and instruction
on qualifying conditions, security regulations, operational regulations, safety protocols,
disposal/destruction policies, and security protocol compliance.
Lead Pharmacist will be responsible for holding training sessions for the employees regarding the
proper dispensing, potential side effects and allergens, safety resources like the toll free hotline, the
inventory management system for employees directly handling the medicine, safe handling, HIPPA
(confidentiality requirements), OARRS and ASAP training, and ongoing medicinal marijuana updates
as the education for marijuana as medicine evolves. The pharmacist is thoroughly trained on the Metrc
Inventory Management system. Employees will be trained and tested prior to employment.
After initial orientation is satisfied, licensed technicians will adhere to at least the minimum 16 CEU
hours every 2 years as required in code 3796:6-3-19 section D. At least one CEU will be obtained in
EACH of the required areas, as well as annual HIPPA training. The continuing education will include all
listed requirements per 3796:6-3-19 1-7.
The designated security agent will be responsible for training and continuously updating the staff on
any and all safety protocols. They will work with local law enforcement for input on best practices
regarding safety and security measures. This will include transportation security protocols, emergency
protocols, and overall security of the facility. Internally, the Security Agent will work in conjunction with
the owners to keep an updated, efficient security protocol. The Security Agent will be training on all
security equipment, security recordkeeping/attendance logs, theft diversion techniques, and what do to
in the event of a security breach or theft incident. The Security Agent will know the location of all
cameras and panic buttons.

We will develop relationships with local doctors and refer to them as our designated medical liaisons to
train on how to properly instruct our patients on responsible use. These doctors will all have certificates
to recommend and will work with our staff to develop the best course of action for ongoing training. Our
employees will be trained NOT to give medical advice; rather, limit the advice to marijuana related
questions and direct medical questions as well as adverse effects to their medical provider that
recommended marijuana and/or our company medical or pharmaceutical director.
Owners/Designated Representative – Will be responsible for ensuring dispensary employees receive a
minimum of sixteen hours of continuing education for each two –year licensing period. Just as
important, the owner and designated representative will be responsible for weekly meetings to provide
updates on internal policies.
Hours of mandatory training
Marijuana Dispensary Certification and Dispensary Agent Certification requires between 40-45 hours of
training. After initial orientation is satisfied, the working licensed technician will adhere to at least the
minimum 16 CEU hours every 2 years as required in code 3796:6-3-19 section D. At least one CEU
will be obtained in EACH of the required areas, as well as annual HIPPA training, unless otherwise
required per Board rules. The continuing education will include all listed requirements per 3796:6-3-19
section 1-7.
Our company will incentivize additional elective training. Promotions and/or raises will factor in
employee diligence and their proactive approach to ensuring our patients have the most thorough and
up-to-date information.
In addition to the base training requirements and CEU, employees will receive the following mandatory
training hours:
Six (6) annual hours of strain specific updates in treatments for qualifying conditions. New strains
including the cannabinoid and terpene profiles and which symptoms has it been effective in
treating.Our pharmacist will be responsible for arranging this training. Any additional training in this
area that the Pharmaceutical Director has received will be taught to the dispensary employees.
Six (6) hours of training regarding dispensary best practices and how those practices can be
implemented in Ohio.
Four (4) hours in methods of use, dosing, benefits, and/or risk of use training. The pharmaceutical
director will be responsible for continuing education on the harms of medical marijuana as well as the
benefits.
Three (3) hours in compliance training. This training will also be ongoing and may require additional
hours. The legal division will be responsible for this portion of the training.
Three (3) hours in security protocols and emergency.
Three (3) hours in recognizing signs of abuse. Our company will work with local law enforcement and
drug court programs to identify a patient that is under the influence, abusing marijuana, or abusing
drugs in addition to marijuana use.
Source of training described.
Our company has training manuals for each section of training described above. Those manuals will
continuously be reviewed and updated as needed. We will have training books from industry leaders,
as well as books from medical and holistic doctors on the subjects of medical marijuana for employees
to read at their leisure. Every qualifying medical condition will be listed in a training manual with the
recommended strain to treat the condition. Additionally, based on the symptom an within the same
manual, we will list the recommended administration to treat the qualifying condition.
Sources providing certificates will include a Registered Pharmacist that is managing the dispensary,
Pharmacist technician letter, approved State Board of Pharmacy live seminars, as well as any other
pre-approved sources found appropriate. Not only will the certificates be filed in the employee file for
verification. All CEU material presented will be pre-approved at least 60 days prior to conducting, and
following all requirements listed in 3796:6--3-19 sections F 1-8 and E 1-7.

Staff will be continuously updated on immediate changes to the law. Any changes in regulatory
compliance or State Board of Pharmacy Rules will require an immediate update. Weekly meetings will
inform the dispensary employees of any updates of internal operations and/or security measures.
E-1.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in E-1.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant
E-1.2 Summarize how the Applicant's training plan will identify and incorporate advancements in
medical marijuana research. Include a description of the frequency with which the training plan will be
updated, how new information will be incorporated into the training plan, the method for providing
updated training to dispensary employees, and the frequency with which updated training will be
provided to dispensary employees. OAC 3796:6-3-19
E-1.2 PATIENT CARE AND EDUCATION
Prior to conducting business, our Pharmaceutical and Medical Director will develop patient education
materials per OAC 3796:6-3-19(2)(a)-(d). The standardized forms will be submitted to the State Board
of Pharmacy soon after the dispensary is awarded a license to operate a medical marijuana retail
dispensary. The forms will include patient support information and materials listed in OAC 3796:6-315(B)(1)-(9) and OAC 3796:6-3-15(C)(1)-(7). All patient education and monitoring forms will be readily
available to anyone entering the dispensary, and all employees will be proficient with all information
included as well as able to answer questions that may arise. Updating of forms will be done
periodically, if deemed beneficial, upon State Board of Pharmacy approval.
Research and medicinal effects tracking are critical components of our educational approach. As part
of our education plan, we are developing a tool kit for our patients and caregivers to document pain,
cachexia or wasting syndrome, nausea, seizures, muscle spasms, or agitation. The toolkit will include:
A log book that patients will need to maintain track the use and effects of specific medical marijuana
strains and products;
Forms to rate the scale of pain, cachexia or wasting syndrome, nausea, seizures, muscles spasms,
and agitation; and
Guidelines for the patient’s self-assessment or, if applicable, assessment of our patients by the
caregiver.
The goal of our research is two-fold. First, we want to ensure that our role in providing medical
marijuana is consistent with accepted medical practices, keeping in mind that our staff should not give
medical advice. Second, we want to make sure that we can capture and use patient data from our selfassessment tools that will allow us and our patients to prepare and participate in clinical surveys and
reports to refine and further document the effects of medical marijuana. Through our self-assessment
tools and partnerships with leading wellness and medical research facilities in the area, we also plan to
provide our patients opportunities to participate in ongoing medical studies and clinical research trials
regarding pain, cachexia or wasting syndrome, nausea, seizures, muscle spasms, or agitation. Public
information regarding such studies and trials will be invaluable helping us develop a greater
understanding of marijuana strains and form effects on debilitating illnesses.
Frequency with which the training plan will be updated
Medical marijuana specific training will be ongoing. Seminars, expos, certification programs will be
explored as they become available. Our staff will meet weekly in between training sessions for any new
discoveries through our independent research and due diligence. At our weekly meetings, new
discoveries will be brought to the boards attention. New product research in our state will be explored.
This will be done by maintaining close relationships with our Ohio cultivators and processors.

At least semi-annually the medical director will visit the medical marijuana dispensary site and review
the medical educational literature provided to patients and their caregivers. At that time, a refresher
course will also be given to ensure that all staff members are well versed in the pros and cons of the
use of medical marijuana and also to the risks and benefits of the use of medical marijuana. In
addition, the staff will be informed on the signs and symptoms of patients who may be under the active
influence of marijuana or other substances (either legal or illicit) to a degree of physical and/or
psychological impairment.
Regular training of staff to maintain their familiarity with current regulations, technology, and dispensary
practices is a priority. Compliance with federal laws such as HIPAA to protect patients against misuse
of information identifiable to them.
How new information will be incorporated into the training plan
The dispensary owners in conjunction with our pharmaceutical director and medical director will meet
to discuss incorporation of new information, products, methods of use, and new potential qualifying
conditions. If there is a new qualifying condition, this will be incorporated immediately and our system
will be updated. This will best serve our patients and potential new patients suffering from the new
qualifying condition.
The medical marijuana dispensary will ask patients to complete a patient self-assessment logbook on a
monthly basis. The acquired data will be sent to the patient’s primary care physician and also to the
physician who wrote the medical marijuana recommendation. The information will also assist our staff
to make appropriate recommendations regarding choice of strain or hybrid. The patient selfassessment logbook will collect data on the effect medical marijuana has had on their symptoms. The
patient self-assessment attached to the patient care plan outlines exactly what is expected of the
patient. This will be updated periodically as circumstances change for the patient.
The method for providing updated training to dispensary employees
In house training sessions, live seminars, and online certifications from reputable, industry leading
medical marijuana companies will be used for training. Employees will be tested on training content
and must pass the test by their third attempt in order to remain employed with the Dispensary.
The Pharmaceutical Director and Medical Director will develop and research courses that will best suit
our company. Our directors will be responsible for the following training regarding medical marijuana
specific issues: identifying the patient’s particular ailment and his or her recommending physician;
identifying the strain or strains of medical marijuana most suitable to treatment of that ailment; the role
of CBD and THC, their medicinal effects and interrelationship; determining whether an ailment requires
short or long term usage; proper treatment plans with the patient/caregiver and/or their families;
training on how to receive and handle patient complaints.
Our staff will conduct periodic reviews of the patient’s plan with the patient and seek input from the
patient as to the products and services provided.
Frequency with which updated training will be provided to dispensary employees.
As new information emerges for this new medicine, our staff will be trained. At a minimum, we will have
semi-annual training on strains, terpene profiles, cannabinoid profiles, drug interactions, new potential
qualifying condition, and most effective methods of use. All staff will also go through periodic refresher
seminars, as well as new training on any policy updates or changes in procedure. All adverse events
procedures will be rehearsed in periodic drills.
E-1.2.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in E-1.2. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant

Patient Care(Patient Care and Education)
E-2.1 Describe how dispensary employees will be trained to provide patient education regarding:
1. Recognizing the signs of abuse or adverse events in the medical use of marijuana
2. Instruction on use of medical marijuana to treat a qualifying condition
3. Risks associated with medical marijuana, including possible drug interactions
4. Guidelines for support to patients related to the patient's symptoms
5. Guidelines for refusing to provide medical marijuana to an individual who appears to be
impaired or abusing medical marijuana. Include the sources of the training and the sources'
qualifications to provide such training.
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-19 for more information.
Our lead pharmacist will be responsible for verifying all required training be completed at the
appropriate time. Pre-employment training, as well as the required 16 CEU’s every 2 years, will be
logged and verified on a regular basis. Employees will be encouraged to attend conventions and
conferences for at least a portion of CEU education due to the relatively recent introduction of this
profession. We will have Drug Laws of Ohio, Drug Facts and Comparisons, Pharmacist and technician
letter, and Natural Medicines Comprehensive Database available to all employees. A list of websites
will also be displayed and capable of accessing via internet from the dispensary. Department of Health
and other sources will be utilized in obtaining CEU credits upon State Board of Pharmacy approval.
Any other resources, as they become available, will be added upon requirements or desire. We will
track CEU progress in the Technician/Dispensary Agent file and keep it updated with additional credits.
We will mandate that all courses related to marijuana in the technician/dispensary agent letter be
included in the biannual requirements. All Pharmaceutical Director lead training agendas and materials
will be submitted for approval to the State Board of Pharmacy at least sixty (60) days before being
conducted.
Attached to this section we have provided charts, graphs, and informative diagrams that will be
available for all employees to help aid with advising our patients regarding which strain of marijuana
may work best for them. The attachments match symptoms to strains, provide cannabinoid and
terpene profiles for popular strains.
Online and live seminars will be encouraged to continually update each employee on the most cuttingedge breakthroughs and technology for medical marijuana. All employees and owners will accept
responsibility for this knowledge so that our patients receive the highest quality care. Medical
marijuana strain specific training will be handled by leaders in the marijuana industry and updated
continually. Dispensary employees will be encouraged to research marijuana related health information
and bring any new information to the medical and/or pharmaceutical director’s attention so they may
pursue a certified continuing education course. This training will also be cross reference with our
internal medical and pharmaceutical director, both of whom have over 20 plus years of experience in
their respective field.
All employees will receive official Company reference material, written in plain English and presented
in an easy-to-use outline format, explaining our patient care requirements.
Recognizing the signs of abuse or adverse events in the medical use of marijuana
Pharmaceutical Director will be responsible for training on all staff regarding signs of abuse. It will be
important that employees are able to recognize not only when someone may be abusing medical
marijuana, but if they are abusing other narcotics while also using medical marijuana. Community
resources and hotline information will be provided in the lobby area. Prior to the first visit with our
patients, they will receive instructions on these resources.
Signs of abuse and misuse include psychotic behavior, erratic speech, suicidal tendencies, impaired
motor motions, paranoid thinking, hallucinations and impaired motor movements to name a few. There
are some precautions and adverse reactions associated with the use of medical marijuana. Dizziness,
dry mouth, hyper and hypotension, palpitations, faintness, depression, drowsiness, impaired memory,

headache, and difficulty paying attention, hallucinations from extreme allergy, are some more common
side effects associated with the use of marijuana. Since the collection of side effects is very limited with
the use of medical marijuana, the process of patient interaction will be a two-way exchange.
Instructions on use of medical marijuana to treat a qualifying condition
The Medical and Pharmaceutical Director will instruct employees on how to advise patients on how to
properly administer medical marijuana. Employees will also be trained on the most effective method of
delivery depending on the patient’s needs.
A complete understanding of the different types of cannabinoids and terpenes, as well as routes of
administration will be essential for all employees to begin working in the dispensary. Due to being a
new medication for most that enter the dispensary, patients will need to be counseled on everything
from what can be treated with marijuana, proper use of products, side effects, how to choose different
types of products, and the key to starting low and going slow.
Dispensary employees will be instructed on dosing and that the labels should be strictly adhered to.
Dosing training will be ongoing as knowledge of the medicine evolves. Although dosing will be clearly
marked on the label, it is important to explain how to dose properly given the preferred method of use.
Dispensary Agents and other employees responsible for informing patients directly about medical
marijuana will be trained on all methods of administration, including the pros and cons of the following:
Vaporizing;
Edibles, oils, capsules;
Tinctures and sublinguals;
Topicals;
Transdermals;
Suppositories; and
Smoking (strictly prohibited);
Even if not strictly prohibited there are more effective means of administration with less adverse effects
than smoking. Even if legal, this would not be a recommended method of use.
Risks associated with medical marijuana, including possible drug interactions
We will utilize resources of providing feedback on adverse events to toll free number and other
databases. Training on drug interactions will focus on CYP1A2, CYP2C9, CYP2D6, CYP2C19, and
CYP3A4 enzyme inhibitors, SSRI inhibitors, as well as medications affecting blood coagulation.
Pregnancy, child reproduction, allergic reactions, and psychiatric conditions are contraindications for
the use of marijuana. Operating motorized vehicles strictly warned against. Educating the staff on
identifying individuals will be an ongoing procedure.
Before actively working as a dispensary employee, all employees will be trained on our computer
system, including inventory management tools, OARRS PMP utilization and interpretation, NPI
verification, patient demographics, dispensing rules and regulations, proper documentation and record
keeping procedures, toll free telephone line for reporting adverse events.
Guidelines for support to patients related to the patient’s symptoms; and
Dispensary employees and administers will be trained to provide patients will forms to help aid the
patient and the dispensary agent the necessary information to be serve the patient. A comprehensive
self-assessment questionnaire will be provided and required to be filled out prior to the visit. A
dispensary self-assessment questionnaire has been attached to this section.
When a new patient or caregiver comes to the dispensary to receive medical marijuana treatment, an
information package that has been prepared will be distributed at that time. The information package
includes the following items:
A patient symptom logbook. A logbook will allow patients to record his or her symptoms before and
after the use of marijuana for medicinal purposes. This will help the patient’s physician and also the
dispensary employees to assess whether or not the medicinal marijuana is having any therapeutic
benefit for the symptoms in question.
Each patient or caregiver will receive in their information packet three simple check lists and visual
assessment sheets to evaluate the following quality of life parameters:

Perceived effect of medical marijuana on the underlying disease process
Pain score assessment
Activity of daily living assessment
The patient or caregiver will be asked to report to the patient’s prescribing physician and also to the
employees of the dispensary site the perceived score evaluation the three outlined parameters at least
on a monthly basis if the patient is receiving medical marijuana at regular scheduled intervals. These
assessment tools will assist the dispensary in understanding whether or not there is a perceived
therapeutic benefit from the strain or hybrid selection utilized by the patient in question.
Guidelines for refusing to provide medical marijuana to an individual who appears to be impaired or
abusing medical marijuana
It is the policy of the dispensary to refuse an attempt to fill a medical marijuana recommendation if it is
apparent that the patient is intoxicated with alcohol, marijuana, or any drug that is either legal or illicit.
E-2.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in E-2.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant
E-2.2 Describe the Applicant's processes, procedures and controls addressing reports of adverse
events. Include, at a minimum, a description of:
1. How reports will be documented
2. The circumstances that will require reports of adverse events will be reported to a cultivator,
processor, and / or the State Board of Pharmacy
3. The time frame for which to provide such reports
Serious adverse physiological events are rare from the use of medical marijuana. However, like any
substance, medical marijuana might cause an allergic reaction or some other unexpected idiosyncratic
medical problem. The employees of a medical marijuana dispensary might not have formal medical
licensing but they will be aware of potential problems that may arise. The following symptoms would
warrant the discontinuation of medical marijuana and the notification of the patient‘s physician that an
adverse event may have occurred as a consequence to marijuana use:
Fevers, chills, or weight loss not attributable to an underlying disease process.
Chest pain, a pounding sensation in the chest, or an irregular heartbeat experienced during or after the
use of medical marijuana.
Cough, wheezing, sputum production or shortness of breath experienced after marijuana use.
Development of hives or other rashes.
Headaches or any change in hearing, vision, taste or smell.
Nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, or change in bowel habits
Any appearance of non-healing sores in the mouth, tongue or throat.
Any problems with continence of urine or any burning sensation upon urination.
Any new muscle, bone, or joint problems.
Batch and lot numbers of product if possible, when they took the medication, exactly what happened to
the patient, how long the incident lasted, was medical treatment sought, and what was the outcome
and how are they doing now. The patient’s Physician will be contacted and notified of the event. We
will have standardized forms to fill out prompting whomever is documenting the event, to be less likely
to exclude any valuable information. These standardized forms will be filled out completely, and include
any corrective actions taken either by the patient or dispensary. The Severity of the adverse event will
be evaluated by the Pharmacist, and then the reporting will be escalated based on my professional
judgement. We will report events to the FDA per FDA form 3500, and or Department of Health as
necessary. If the State Board of Pharmacy establishes a better or preferred method of reporting, that

process will be followed in addition to our internal dispensary storage of any and all events. In addition,
the processor will be notified of any suspected adverse events caused by the manufacturing or
processing of the medication. In the event that the event is due to processing, the patient will be asked
to see if they have the specific product still available, and a possible recall may be initiated per
processors request. Any complaints patients may have in regards to product quality will be directly
reported to the processor, and any action they request will be followed.
Circumstances that require reports of adverse events to cultivator and processors, and/or the State
Board of Pharmacy Timeframe for such reports

E-3.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in E-3.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant

Patient Care(Dispensary Operating Hours)
E-4.1 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will make the dispensary available to patients and
caregivers to purchase medical marijuana for a minimum of 35 hours per week, between the hours of 7
am and 9 pm, except as authorized by State Board of Pharmacy. OAC 3796:6-3-03
YES
E-4.2 Provide the proposed hours of operation during which the prospective dispensary will available to
dispense medical marijuana to patients and caregivers. (Information only) OAC 3796:6-3-03
Monday - Saturday 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Patient Care(Patient Information)
E-5.1 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will post a sign directing patients and caregivers
with medical marijuana inquiries or adverse reactions to the toll-free hotline established by the State
Board of Pharmacy. OAC 3796:6-3-15
YES
E-5.2 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will make information regarding the use and
possession of medical marijuana available to patients and caregivers. The Applicant agrees to submit
all such information to the State Board of Pharmacy prior to being provided to patients and caregivers.
OAC 3796:6-3-15
YES

Attestations and Acknowledgements(Attestations and Acknowledgements)
F-1.1 Fill out and attach the “Trade Secret Form” to Question F-1.1, specifying the question and / or
attachment references of the application submission that are exempt from disclosure under Ohio public
records law and articulate how the information meets the definition of “trade secret” under Ohio
Revised Code section 1333.61(D). If no material is designated as trade secret information, a statement
of “None” should be listed on the form.
Uploaded Document Name: F-1.1_trade secret form.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 1 page(s) of this document.

F-1.2 To be considered complete, each application must be submitted with an Attestation and Release
Authorization. The form must be completed by a Prospective Associated Key Employee who may
legally sign for the Applicant and who can verify the information provided in the application is true,
correct, and complete.
This response has been entirely redacted

